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The Internet has been growing rapidly in its size and become denser over time,

and so have Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Today, the number of BGP routers

inside a large ISP can be more than one thousand and spread across different

geographical locations globally. To scale with the increasing number of routers,

large ISPs have developed and used more scalable i-BGP architectures such as

BGP route reflection without thorough analysis of their design. This lack of such

analysis escalated interests and concerns on BGP performance inside a large ISP;

BGP performance inside large ISPs is no longer simple to understand and can

potentially have a noticeable impact on the end-to-end data plane performance.

As a first step to address these concerns, we perform measurement studies

that define, quantify, and analyze two important BGP performance metrics in-

side large ISPs: path diversity and convergence delay. Our measurement analysis,

based on BGP data collected from backbone production routers in two global-

scale ISPs over a few years, shed lights on many interesting properties of existing

BGP path diversity and convergence inside the ISPs, and may be useful in com-
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prehensive and complete understanding of the end-to-end protocol performance

and enhancements, more realistic simulations as well as designing the future

global routing protocols.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The Internet consists of tens of thousands of independently administrated net-

work domains called autonomous systems (ASes). Border Gateway Protocol

(BGP) is used for both within a single AS and between different ASes to com-

municate reachability information. The original internal BGP (i-BGP) design

used to distribute reachability information within an AS requires that all i-BGP

routers are fully meshed and that a reachability learned from an i-BGP router

is not forwarded to any other i-BGP router inside the full-mesh. This simple

design to avoid routing loops does not scale as the Internet and Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) grow rapidly in the size and become denser over time with the

increasing number of i-BGP routers. Currently, the number of i-BGP routers

in large ISPs is hundreds or even more than one thousand and spread across

different geographical locations globally.

To solve this scalability problem in i-BGP, two solutions (AS confederations

and route reflection) were proposed in 1996. Since then, both solutions have been

widely adopted by large ISPs, yet, without a thorough analysis on the impact of

the solutions. For example, both solutions create hierarhchies within the i-BGP

topology and are known to have side effects. Some positive side effects include

reduced networking provisioning cost, reduced memory usage for storing routing

tables, and reduced number of update messages generated inside an ISP. However,

these benefits come at a cost; there are also negative side effects on both routing

1



correctness and routing performance. The lack of thorough analysis escalated

interests and concerns from the Internet community as the i-BGP topologies

becomes icreasingly complex over time.

In this dissertation, we perform measurement studies focusing on route reflec-

tion (the domanant solution) that define, quantify, and analyze two important

BGP performance metrics, namely BGP path diversity and convergence delay,

inside large ISPs to understand the current state of the art as well as the impact

of adopting route reflection on the two metrics. Our measurement analysis based

on BGP data collected from backbone production routers in two global-scale

ISPs over a few years, shed lights on many interesting properties of existing BGP

path diversity and convergence inside the ISPs, and may be useful in compre-

hensive and complete understanding of the end-to-end protocol performance and

enhancements, more realistic simulations as well as designing the future global

routing protocols.

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide an overview

of the original full-mesh i-BGP design, the two solutions along with their known

side effects that are particularly relevant for this dissertation. In the next two

chapters (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), we focus on the impact of route reflection,

the dominant solution between the two solutions, and present our evaluation and

analysis results on its impact on two important metrics of BGP performance:

BGP path diversity and convergence delay inside an ISP respectively.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1 Routing in the Internet and Internal BGP

The Internet is made of tens of thousands of different networks called Autonomous

Systems (ASes). Each AS represents a single administrative entity with its own

unique AS number and IP address blocks called prefixes. Routers of different

ASes set up BGP sessions in between to exchange BGP routing updates (inter-

domain routing). Such BGP sessions are called e-BGP sessions. BGP sessions

are also set up between routers within the same AS (intra-domain routing) to

exchange BGP routing updates, and these sessions are called i-BGP sessions.

All routing protocols must have effective means to prevent routing loops. In

e-BGP, routers detect any potential loops at inter-AS level by inspecting the

AS PATH attribute carried in all BGP messages. A router will drop a BGP

message if the AS PATH in the message already contains its own AS number. To

avoid routing loops in i-BGP, the original design requires that all BGP routers in

the same AS be directly connected to each other via pairwise i-BGP sessions. This

full-mesh i-BGP connectivity allows each BGP router learns about reachability

information directly from all other BGP routers in the same AS, eliminating

the need to forward BGP updates learned from an i-BGP speaker to another i-

BGP speaker, hence eliminating potential routing loops. However this full-mesh

requirement leads to a total of N∗(N−1)
2

i-BGP sessions in an AS, where N is the

3
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AS2

AS3 AS1

eBGP session
iBGP session

R2

R1

R4

R3

2

Figure 2.1: Inter-working of i-BGP and e-BGP in the Internet

number of BGP routers in the AS. Because i-BGP session management, such as

such adding or removing an i-BGP, requires operator interventions, this full-mesh

i-BGP connectivity also represents a high operational cost.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of the inter-working of e-BGP and i-BGP to

propagate the reachability information to a destination network which is repre-

sented by an IP prefix. In Figure 2.1, AS2 maintains e-BGP sessions with AS1

and AS3 via its routers R1 and R3, respectively. Inside AS2, all BGP routers

are inter-connected through i-BGP sessions. When AS1 announces a destination

prefix d to AS2 over the e-BGP session with R1, R1 will propagate the infor-

mation to all the other three routers in AS2 over its direct i-BGP sessions with

them. If the routing policy permits, R3 will further propagate d’s reachability

to its e-BGP neighbor, in this case the router in AS3. Note that within AS2,

d’s reachability message traverses only one i-BGP hop from R1 to all the other

routers. This process of propagating reachability information repeats until all

ASes in the Internet learn how to reach prefix d.

The total number of i-BGP sessions in AS2 is 4∗(4−1)
2

= 6 as shown in Figure

2.1. Following the same formula, the total number of i-BGP sessions for an AS

4



with 10, 100, or 1,000 routers would be 45, 4,950, or 499,500, respectively. Today,

the number of BGP routers in a typical large AS can be several hundreds or even

over a thousand, making the full-mesh i-BGP interconnections infeasible.

To alleviate this i-BGP scalability problem, the vendor and operator commu-

nities quickly proposed two solutions in 1996: route reflection and AS confed-

erations. Both solutions have been deployed in operational networks, in certain

cases AS confederation deployment is combined with route reflection. Overall,

route reflection has a wider deployed base and is the focus of this chapter.

The objective of our comprehensive overview of route reflection are three-fold.

First, we provide an overview of route reflection’s operations and explain its pros

and cons in detail (Section 2.1.3). Second, using the route reflection deployment

in a large ISP as a case study, we illustrates how one can use well-engineered

route reflector placement to overcome certain drawbacks in the route reflection

deployment and further scale the routing system, without any protocol or im-

plementation changes (Section 2.2). Finally in Section 2.3 we identify remaining

issues in achieving the goals of both efficient routing information dissemination

and system scalability.

2.1.1 Full-mesh I-BGP

BGP [RLH06] uses fully meshed internal BGP (i-BGP) sessions among all BGP

routers in an autonomous system to disseminate BGP updates within one au-

tonomous system. As a simple way of avoiding routing loops, the original i-BGP

requires that all i-BGP routers within the same AS be connected in a full-mesh,

and that reachability information learned from one i-BGP router must not be

forwarded to any other i-BGP router. In this setting, the maximum number of

i-BGP hops that an update can traverse is always 1. However, this full-mesh

5



connection requirement results in the total number of i-BGP sessions growing as

the square of the number of i-BGP routers inside the network. To mitigate this

scalability problem, two alternative architectures have been proposed and widely

used by large ISPs: route reflection [BCC06] and AS confederations [TMS07].

In a network with large numbers of BGP routers, this full-mesh requirement

results in a large number of BGP sessions at each router. Furthermore, since BGP

sessions are managed through manual configurations, this full-mesh requirement

also leads to configuration changes at all routers whenever a router is added or

removed.

2.1.2 AS Confederations

AS confederations [TMS07] take a divide-and-conquer approach to mitigate the

i-BGP session scalability issue by grouping i-BGP routers together into sub-ASes,

creating multiple sub-ASes within an AS. The smaller number of i-BGP routers

in each sub-AS leads to a smaller number of i-BGP sessions within the sub-AS,

making full-mesh connections feasible. The sub-ASes within the AS communicate

with each other as they would in e-BGP. AS confederations prevent routing loops

by introducing two new attributes: AS CONFED SET and AS CONFED SEQ,

which are the counterparts of ORIGINATOR ID and CLUSTER LIST in route

reflection.

Although the communication models of route reflection and AS confederation

may look different, they both create hierarchies within i-BGP to solve the same

scalability problem. The potential problems and additional delays explained ear-

lier in route reflection also apply to AS confederations [Dub99,SD99].

6
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(a) Full-mesh i-BGP

iBGP (peer)

AS1

R3 (RR) R4

R1 (RR) R2

iBGP (reflector to client)

(b) i-BGP with route reflection

Figure 2.2: Different i-BGP topologies

2.1.3 Route Reflection

Route reflection [BCC06] was first developed in 1996 as one of the two proposed

solutions to address the above mentioned BGP scalability problem; the other

one is AS confederations [TMS07]. Between the two, route reflection has seen

a larger deployed base. Route reflection deployment was rolled out more than

10 years ago, however it is generally known that the design did not go through

thorough analysis studies. Only recently several studies appeared which analyze

various impacts of route reflection on the overall routing system performance.

The results from these studies show that route reflection can potentially decrease

the network’s robustness against failures [XWN03a,XWN03b], introduce delayed

routing convergence [CCF05], reduce path diversity [UT06], adopt sub-optimal

routes [VVK06], and even cause data forwarding loops [Dub99, DS99, GW02,

SD99].

The simplest model of route reflection deployment is to select one BGP router

in an AS to be the route reflector (RR), and have all the other routers in the AS

set up i-BGP sessions with this RR. The RR receives BGP update messages from

each i-BGP speaker and forwards (or reflects) them to all other i-BGP speakers.

7



Because the RR forwards updates among i-BGP speakers, it removes the need for

i-BGP speakers to connect in a full-mesh. To avoid a single point of failure, ASes

generally set up multiple RRs, which are interconnected in a full-mesh among

themselves.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between interconnecting i-BGP routers

via full-mesh and via RRs. Figure 2.2(a) shows an example of full-mesh i-BGP

interconnections, where all i-BGP speakers are directly connected to each other.

Figure 2.2(b) shows an example of route reflection deployment, where R1 and R3

serve as RRs and connect to i-BGP speakers R2 and R4, which are connected

to both reflectors for redundancy. Since R2 can learn R4’s BGP reachability

information from the RRs and vice versa, R2 and R4 do not need to interconnect.

R2 and R4 are client routers of R1 and R3. A client is an i-BGP speaker that

connects directly to an RR to learn the reachability information collected by

other routers in the AS. In the view of R2 and R4, R1 and R3 are non-clients.

Note that R2 and R4 require no special configurations; they are not aware of R1

and R3 being RRs. Only R1 and R3 require configuration changes. The relation

between R1 and R3 is non-clients, and they can pass the reachability information

learned from one i-BGP speaker to others in the same AS.

However an RR does not necessarily forward all the received reachability

information to all i-BGP neighbors; the following rules apply depending on the

type of i-BGP session from which the route is received:

1. the routes received from non-client i-BGP sessions are reflected only to

clients;

2. the routes received from client i-BGP sessions are reflected to both clients

and non-clients; and
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3. the routes received from e-BGP sessions are reflected to both clients and

non-clients.

For example in Figure 2.2(b), when R2 receives a reachability information

from its e-BGP neighbor (not shown in the figure), R2 would forward the reacha-

bility information to all its i-BGP neighbors, namely R1 and R3 (Rule 3). Upon

receiving this reachability information from their client, i.e., R2, both R1 and

R3 would further reflect this information to their clients, i.e., R2 and R4, and

non-clients ,i.e., R1 and R3 to each other (Rule 2).

Because RRs forward reachability information learned from an i-BGP speaker

to another i-BGP speaker, routing messages travel more than a single i-BGP hop,

and it becomes possible to create loops. For example in Figure 2.2(b), an update

message originated at R2 can come back to R2 through more than one RR (R1 and

R3 in this case), forming a loop. To prevent such loops, two new attributes are

added to BGP update messages: CLUSTER LIST and ORIGINATOR ID. An

RR uses its router ID as the cluster ID. When forwarding a BGP update, if an RR

finds its own cluster ID in the CLUSTER LIST attribute of a received update, it

discards the update; otherwise it prepends its cluster ID in the CLUSTER LIST

attribute before forwarding the update. In addition, the first router that injects

a routing update into the network will record its router ID in ORIGINATOR ID

attribute. If a router receives an update with an ORIGINATOR ID equal to its

router ID, it discards the update. In Figure 2.2(b), R2 will discard all updates

reflected back to itself after checking that ORIGINATOR ID attribute contains

its router ID.

AS confederations [TMS07], on the other hand, takes a divide-and-conquer ap-

proach to mitigate the i-BGP session scalability issue by grouping i-BGP routers

together into sub-ASes, creating multiple sub-ASes within an AS. The smaller
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Large ISP revisited with hierarchical RR

• RR substantially reduces the total number of sessions needed
• Route reflection can be deployed hierarchically to further reduce the total 

number of sessions

13

Figure 2.3: Before and after applying route reflection

number of i-BGP routers in each sub-AS leads to a smaller number of i-BGP

sessions within the sub-AS, making full-mesh connections feasible. The sub-ASes

within the AS communicate with each other as they would in e-BGP. Although

the communication models of route reflection and AS confederation may look

different, they inherit common properties of BGP routing, and potential prob-

lems in route reflection can also be replicated under AS confederations [SD99],

possibly with a different degree of impact.

2.1.3.1 Benefits of Route Reflection

Reduced Number of i-BGP Sessions: Route reflection can effectively reduce

the number of i-BGP sessions in an AS. A non-RR router only needs to establish

a small number (typically two for redundancy) of i-BGP sessions with the RRs.

Although an RR router generally has a larger number of BGP sessions, one can

control this number through well-established engineering practices. Assuming a

route reflection based AS with N i-BGP routers and K RRs, the total number of

i-BGP sessions for a given RR can be computed as K∗(K−1)
2

+ C, where K is the

number of RRs in the network and C the number of client i-BGP routers con-
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nected to the given RR. Typically K is a much smaller number than N , making

the total number of i-BGP sessions for a given RR much smaller compared to

that of full-mesh. For a given client, the number of i-BGP sessions is typically a

constant (e.g., 2 for redundancy) regardless of the network size. Another advan-

tage of route reflection is that it can be applied recursively to further reduce the

total number of sessions. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a topology before and

after route reflection is adopted. In this particular example, route reflection is

applied twice recursively, creating a 3-level hierarchical route reflection topology.

Reduced Operational Cost: Creating, modifying, or removing BGP sessions

require operator intervention. In the case of full-mesh i-BGP, any new router

added to a network requires modifications to all the other routers’ configurations.

In the case of route reflection, adding or removing a client i-BGP router only

requires configuration changes to the RRs the client connects to, with no impact

on the other routers.

Reduced RIB-in Size: A BGP router R maintains three different types of

routing tables: RIB-in, Loc-RIB, and RIB-out. An RIB-in contains unprocessed

routing information that has been advertised to R by each of R’s BGP neighbors.

After examining the reachability information across all RIB-ins, the router decides

a single best path for each destination D and stores this best path in Loc-RIB.

R may or may not forward D’s reachability information to its BGP neighbor

routers depending on the routing policy, but because the routing policy to all

the i-BGP neighbors is the same, R only needs one RIB-out to store reachability

information to be propagated to all its neighbors. However the number of RIB-ins

increases proportionally to R’s number of BGP neighbors. If R has n neighbors

each sending p prefixes, its total RIB-in size is in the order of n × p. With

full-mesh i-BGP sessions, n is the number of i-BGP neighbors in the full-mesh.
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With route reflection, n for client i-BGP routers is the number of RRs the clients

connect to and is typically a small number.

Reduced Number of BGP Updates: With a significant reduction in the

number of its i-BGP neighbors, a client router naturally receives a significantly

reduced number of updates. A route reflector Rr receives routing updates from all

its neighbors, but since BGP only propagates the best path to each destination,

Rr further propagates only those updates that change its best path selections.

In sharp contrast to a full-mesh i-BGP setting where all BGP updates are prop-

agated to all routers, RRs effectively shelter their client routers from a large

percentage of incoming updates.

Assuming an AS has N BGP routers, if it uses full-mesh i-BGP connections,

every i-BGP speaker processes roughly the same amount of updates coming from

the (N − 1) sessions, putting a high processing demand on all the routers. If

an AS adopts a simple route reflection topology with M RRs, only the RRs

have (M − 1) + C i-BGP sessions (for a full-mesh connection among RRs and

connections to C client routers); the rest client routers only need to connect to a

few RRs. This differentiated processing load and memory requirements support

a heterogeneous router environment where high-end routers with more capacity

are used as reflectors and less capable routers can be used as clients, effectively

extending their life time.

Incremental Deployability: Last but not the least, route reflection allows

coexistence of RRs with conventional BGP routers that do not understand route

reflection. A conventional BGP router B can be connected to RRs as a client,

or a non-client (in which case B must also be connected to all other RRs). This

allows a network to perform a gradual migration from the full-mesh i-BGP model

to the route reflection model.
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2.1.3.2 Caveats of Route Reflection

Compared with the full-mesh i-BGP interconnections, although route reflection

provides an effective alternative to address the i-BGP scalability problem, it also

brings several negative impacts on the overall routing system performance as

listed below.

Robustness: With full-mesh i-BGP, a single router failure has limited impact

on the rest of the network. That is, only the failed router is disconnected from

the network and the rest routers in the network are not affected. In the case

of route reflection, if a route reflector Rr fails, not only Rr itself is disconnected

from the rest of the network, the client routers that used Rr to communicate with

other routers also become disconnected and stop receiving routing updates. Fur-

thermore, other routers can no longer get updates for the destinations connected

to these client routers. To avoid such single point of failures, RRs are normally

deployed in pairs, and each client router is usually connected to two or more RRs.

Prolonged Routing Convergence: An AS with route reflection can experience

longer routing convergence compared to the full-mesh i-BGP interconnections

[CCF05]. In the full-mesh i-BGP case, a BGP update travels only one i-BGP

hop to reach all other i-BGP routers. However with route reflection, an update

message may traverse more than one RR before reaching the final i-BGP router.

Since each RR runs the best path selection process, there are both processing

delay and transmission delay to cross a reflector. These additional delays in

update propagation time can lead to a longer overall convergence delay.

In Figure 2.2(a), if R2 were to distribute an update message learned from an

external peer, it will send the update through the direct i-BGP sessions to R1,

R3, and R4. On the other hand, with route reflection in Figure 2.2(b), R2 will
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Figure 2.4: Packets can be dropped during path changes.

first send the update to the route reflectors (R1 and R3). Upon receipt of the

message, R1 will determine the best route for the given destination among all

available routes. If this update changes R1’s best path to the destination, R1

will further distribute this message to R3 and R4. This extra i-BGP hop through

the RR adds to the delay before R4 can receive the update. As we will show

in the next section, an AS may deploy a hierarchy of RRs to further scale the

routing system, which in turn introduces additional delays in the routing update

propagation time.

Besides the increased delay in routing message propagations, redundant route

reflectors also introduce multiple parallel paths to a given destination. For ex-

ample, in Figure 2.2(b), R2 can see three possible paths to reach a destination

announced by R4: (1) R2–R1–R4, (2) R2–R3–R4, and (3) R2–R1–R3–R4. Thus

when the destination becomes unreachable, R2 will explore all the possible in-

ternal paths before converging to the unreachable state. Had all the routers

been connected in a full-mesh, R2 would have only one path to reach it and the

convergence could be faster.

This delayed convergence introduced by route reflection can worsen data plane
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performance. We borrow Figure 2.4 from [WMJ06] by Wang et al. to illustrate

this problem through an example. [WMJ06] shows that in a full-mesh i-BGP

configuration, a path fail-over event can cause packet drops in the following way.

Because a BGP router performs path poisoning1 on known but less preferred

routes, R2 withdraws the path to destination d through R2–R4–R5, and uses the

path through R3–R5 to reach d since this path has the shortest AS PATH length;

at this time only R2 knows about the alternate path through R2–R4–R5 to reach

prefix d. When the best route to prefix d through R3 fails, R1 can momentarily

lose reachability to prefix d if the withdrawal message from R3 is received first

before the update sent by R2 with the alternate route through R4. During this

period, R1 will drop packets headed to d until the update from R2 arrives.

Route reflection can worsen this data plane performance degradation due

to prolonged routing convergence delay. Assume that AS1 in Figure 2.4 uses

route reflection, and the number of i-BGP hops between R1-R2 is greater than

one. When R3-R5 fails, R3 will send the withdrawal message to R1 and R2, and

R2 in turn will send the update containing the reachability information of the

alternative path to reach d as in the case of full-mesh i-BGP. However this update

from R2 to R1 will have a longer delay simply because the update has to traverse

more than one i-BGP hop. As a result, the time duration of d’s reachability at

R1 will increase.

Data Forwarding Loop: In a simple route reflection configuration where a

single RR connects to all client routers, there should be no data plane loops.

However in real deployment, because all client routers must connect to multiple

RRs to avoid single point of failure, this redundant connectivity to RRs can

1Path poisoning (or route poisoning) refers to a practice that a router explicitly withdraws
an available path to prevent its neighbor routers from using the path, hence preventing potential
routing loops.
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Figure 2.5: Route reflection with data forwarding loop

potentially introduce subtle data plane loops that defeat intuitive inspection, as

we show by the following example borrowed from [GW02].

When a client router receives a data packet, it looks up the destination address

and forwards the packet to the BGP next-hop router. Depending on the IGP

connectivity, there can be multiple router hops between this client router and

the BGP next-hop router, as is the case in Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5, RR1 and

RR2 can each reach prefix d in AS2, and both announce this reachability to their

clients R1 and R2. As far as BGP routing is concerned, there is no routing loop.

However when R1 receives a data packet, it will try to send the packet to BGP

next-hop RR1 via R2, expecting R2 to further forward this packet to RR1. On

the other hand, R2 believes that the BGP next-hop for destination d is RR2 and

sends the packet back to R1, expecting that R1 will forward the packet to RR2.

As a result of the inconsistencies between the control plane topology and physical

connectivity, i.e., R1 is connected to RR1 on the control plane but connected to

R2 physically, and vise versa, packets heading to destination d would end up

bouncing back and forth between R1 and R2.
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Reduced Path Diversity: For a given BGP router, path diversity is a measure

to quantify the number of different routes available to reach a given destination.

A high path diversity for each destination prefix can increase the resiliency against

failures and offer opportunities for traffic engineering [PTO08,UT06]. Since an

RR only propagates its best route for a given destination, all the client routers of

the same reflector use the same single best route to the destination as chosen by

the RR. Figure 2.6 shows such an example: although both R1 and R2 are directly

connected to AS2 to reach destination prefix d, if the reflector RR chooses R1 as

the best path to d, then R3 has to use that path as well. Furthermore, when the

link between R1 and R4 fails, R3 will have to wait for some time until RR learns

about the failure and switches to an alternative path to d, and then propagates

the new path to all its clients. In contrast, full-mesh i-BGP interconnections not

only would allow R1 and R2 to use their direct connection to AS2 to reach prefix

d, but also allow R3 to learn both paths and choose in between, and to be able to

switch to the other path as soon as it learned about the failure from R1 directly.

The above example shows that path diversity can potentially reduce routing

convergence time because a router can switch to an alternative path immediately

without waiting for BGP to converge in case of a failure. Intuitively one might

believe that one could increase path diversity by increasing the number of RRs

each client connects to. However this is not the case in the current practices.

Although RRs are commonly deployed in pairs to avoid single point of failure,

the pair of RRs are normally configured as pure replicas and always make the

same routing decisions.

There have been several recent efforts to increase the path diversity in i-BGP

to reduce the convergence time. [RFP11] by Raszuk et al. suggests to increase

path diversity within an AS by modifying the best path selection in RRs, so that
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Figure 2.6: Route reflector chooses its best route

different RRs will advertise different paths to client routers. Another proposal

is adding external-best option [MFC11] in BGP. By using best external option,

a border BGP router can propagate more than one best external path to i-BGP

neighbors inside an AS. This can increase the number of paths observed by i-

BGP routers and decrease the number of hidden paths. Yet another proposal

by Walton et al. [WRC10,SF09] suggests allowing any BGP router to propagate

more than a single best path to increase the overall path diversity.

Note that BGP path diversity is an outcome of multiple impacting factors such

as physical connectivity, BGP best path selection criteria (e.g., policies of different

ISPs), and internal router topology and connectivity. Although conceptually the

use of hierarchical route reflection system shall decrease the amount of alternative

paths learned by a given router, the degree of reduction may differ depending on

the above-mentioned network settings. More studies are necessary to understand

the impact of hierarchical route reflection on path diversity.

Sub-Optimal Routes: An RR selects its best paths to reach the destination

prefixes using its local routing information, and propagates these selected paths to

its clients. It is most likely that not all the best paths chosen by the reflector would
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be the best paths for each of all its clients. Therefore some client routers end up

using sub-optimal paths to some destinations as reported in [BUM08,XWN03a].

For example in Figure 2.6, AS1 has two paths to reach prefix d in AS2, through

R1–R4 and through R2–R5. Assuming that the link lengths in Figure 2.6 reflect

the IGP distances of the routers, the route reflector RR would pass to R1, R2,

and R3 its own best path to prefix d in AS2, which is through R1–R4 (because

RR itself is closer to R1 than R2). R2 will still use its own best path through

R2–R5 because of the BGP best path selection rule that prefers path learned from

e-BGP over that learned from i-BGP. However, R3 will use the path R1–R4, the

only path learned from the RR. R3’s shortest path to prefix d should have been

through R2–R5, had the AS1 used full-mesh i-BGP interconnections.

It is worth pointing out that, in a given network, the actual impact of the

above drawbacks from route reflection heavily depends on the exact configuration

and placement of RRs. Bates et al. suggest several approaches to minimize the

negative impact of route reflection [BCC06], including placing an RR in the same

POP (Point of Presence) with its clients, and making clients of the reflector in

each POP fully meshed with each other for optimal routing within the POP.

In the next section, we perform a case study of route reflection deployment

and see how well one can address some of the negative side effects by following

the guidelines in [BCC06].

2.2 Case Study: Route Reflection Deployment in A Large

ISP

In this section, we take a closer look at route reflection by examining its deploy-

ment in a large ISP (which we will call ISPRR in the rest of this section). Our
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Figure 2.7: POP-based route reflection deployment

discussion focuses on two issues: (1) POP-based route reflector placement, as

suggested by [BCC06], and consequent new issues in i-BGP scalability, and (2)

hierarchical route reflection structure as a solution to address the scaling issues

and the consequent impact on the overall routing system performance.

It is worth pointing out that the engineering techniques described in this sec-

tion are not defined in the original route reflection specification [BC96]. Instead,

they emerged to address operational constraints, and were later added to the

updated specifications [BCC00,BCC06].

2.2.1 Circumventing the Drawbacks through RR Placement

In a network with route reflection, a client router can connect to any RR in the

same network. However, as we discussed in Section 2.1.3.2, improperly configured

client-reflector relations may lead to sub-optimal routing paths. Following the

guidelines in [BCC06], ISPRR configured a pair of RRs in each of its major POPs,

so that client routers connect to the RRs residing in the same POP, making the

logical i-BGP topology following the underlying geographic locations.
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Given that a RR is located in the same POP with its clients, its best path

selections should be the same as those made by its clients, at least at the gran-

ularity of the POP level. Thus some of the negative impacts from deploying

route reflection mentioned in Section 2.1.3.2, such as reduced path diversity and

sub-optimal routing, should no longer exist at the POP level. For example, the

sub-optimal route problem illustrated in Figure 2.6 can be avoided by placing an

RR in each POP. As shown in Figure 2.7, if RR1 is placed in the same POP with

R1, and RR2 in the same POP with R2 and R3, then both R2 and R3 can use

the path R2-R5 to reach prefix d.

However, placing RRs at every POP introduced its own scalability concerns.

Large ISPs have routers at a large number of POPs, which may be located in

different continents. Route reflection requires that all RRs be connected in a

full-mesh, putting a pair of RRs in every POP brings back the initial problem

of managing full-mesh i-BGP sessions among a large number of RRs in a global

scale. ISPRR circumvented the above issue by building a hierarchy of RRs.

2.2.2 Hierarchical Route Reflection

ISPRR built a hierarchical route reflection structure by recursive application of

route reflection. Since route reflection is an effective means to move i-BGP ses-

sions away from full-mesh, one can apply the same idea again at the RR level,

i.e., for a set of M POP level RRs that requires M∗(M−1)
2

full-mesh i-BGP con-

nections, one can simply set up a RR S to connect up the M RRs as its clients.

As we already learned, for the overall routing system performance, this RR S

should be placed as geographically close to all its clients as possible. However

since the RRs are located at different POPs, no single location can satisfy this

requirement. This problem can be alleviated to a large degree through the de-
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ployment of multiple levels of route reflections. For example, although there is

no location that is close to the POP level RRs in both east and west coast of the

United States, one could have two higher level RRs, one on east coast and one

on west coast, that are closer to the POP level RRs. To assure the propagation

of global BGP routing reachability to all i-BGP routers, one only needs to create

full-mesh i-BGP connections among all the top level RRs.

ISPRR has several hundreds of i-BGP speakers distributed across two conti-

nents. It also has a heterogeneous set of routers with varying capabilities. To

effectively control BGP routing information propagation in this large network

and to control the routing scalability at individual routers, ISPRR deploys route

reflectors at each of its major POPs as described in [BCC06]; for small POPs

which only have a small number of routers, they use the RRs located at the

nearby major POPs. ISPRR groups POPs into a few tens of regions, and sets up

a pair of RRs in each region that connect to the POP level RRs as their clients.

Furthermore, since the geographical distance between continents is much further

than that between regions, the ISP has a pair of top layer RRs at the continent

level which connect to the region level reflectors as clients.

Figure 2.8 depicts an example hierarchical route reflection system. All RRs

are deployed in pairs for necessary redundancy against single point of failure. To

simplify the drawing, we omitted this detail. The diamond-shape RRs at the top

level represent Continent level RRs; the square-shape RRs are at the 2nd level

of hierarchy, each represents a regional RR, and the 3rd level round-shape RRs

represent POPs. Consider a client router Rc in POP1 (not shown in Figure 2.8):

under this hierarchical route reflection, Rc only needs to have i-BGP peering

sessions with the two RRs in POP1. This reduced number of BGP neighbors

leads to both a reduction in RIB-in size by more than an order of magnitude
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Figure 2.8: An example topology with hierarchical route reflection

compared to the full-mesh i-BGP connection, and a reduction in BGP update

counts, since the updates only come from its i-BGP neighbors at POP1 instead

from all the ISPRR’s BGP routers globally, as would be the case with full-mesh.

Also, only those update messages that change the current best path chosen by

higher level RRs get propagated through the RR hierarchy to reach client routers;

those updates that do not affect the current best paths are filtered out by the

RRs. However, these gains in RIB-in size and update count reductions do not

come for free, as we explain next.

2.2.3 Impacts of Hierarchical Route Reflection

Increased Hop Distance and Paths: Under full-mesh i-BGP, any i-BGP

speaker can reach any other i-BGP speaker with one i-BGP hop. Under a hi-

erarchical route reflection, the distance for an update to travel from one i-BGP

speaker to another is at least two hops (client-reflector-client), and in many cases

longer. For example in Figure 2.8, the distance between a router Rc1 (e.g., a

client of the RR in POP1) in Continent1 and another client router Rc2 in POP11
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in Continent2 is 7 i-BGP hops. Due to various delays in propagating an update

through each i-BGP hop, this increased hop count can represent a significantly

prolonged BGP update propagation delay.

In addition to increased numbers of i-BGP hops, this hierarchical route reflec-

tion also leads to increased numbers of alternative paths that updates may travel

through. With fully meshed i-BGP connections, each update goes over a single

path from any i-BGP router to any other i-BGP router. Although Figure 2.8

seems also suggesting a single, albeit longer update propagation path between

Rc1 in POP1 and Rc2 in POP11 due to the tree-like hierarchy of RRs, this is

not the case in reality. Because RRs at each level are replicated, when Rc1 sends

an update that affects the selection of path to destination d, two RRs in POP1

will each send the same update to the two regional RRs they are connected to;

each of the two regional RRs will in turn send the received update to the two

continental level RRs it connects to. Thus, one can see that in this 7-hop case

there can be a large number of alternative paths that an update may go through

from Rc1 to Rc2, which also contributes to prolonged routing convergence.

Additional Path Diversity Reduction: Multi-level hierarchical route reflec-

tion topology can also further reduce path diversity, because the total number of

routes to a destination d is limited by the total number of the RRs at the highest

level that d’s reachability is propagated. As one approaches the top of the hierar-

chy, the number of RRs reduces. For example, assume that a prefix d originated

at Continent1 can be reached through n egress points of ISPRR in Continent1.

The very top level RR in Continent1 will propagate only one (i.e., its best) route

to the top level RR in Continent2. As a result, all the downstream i-BGP RRs

and clients in Continent2 will only learn one route (i.e., the best route chosen by

the top level RR in Continent1) to reach d, although there are in fact n routes
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to reach d in Continent1.

A Mini-Internet within the Internet: We observe that in the topology shown

in Figure 2.8, if one replaces reflector–client links as provider–customer links

between ASes, and peer (conventional i-BGP session) links between RRs at the

same level as peer–peer links between ASes, then this ISPRR’s i-BGP topology

remotely resembles that of the Internet’s AS-level topology. As future work, it

would be interesting to compare and contrast these two models in detail.

2.3 Summary and Future Directions

Two alternatives to full-mesh i-BGP were proposed over a decade ago to address

the i-BGP scalability problem posed by the original full-mesh i-BGP design. In

this chapter, we described the route reflection solution along with its advantages

and disadvantages that have been identified over time. We examined the route

reflection deployment in a large ISP which provided a concrete example of what

can be achieved through route reflection.

In the past, the number of BGP sessions that a router can handle was rel-

atively small. Thanks to software and hardware technology advances, today’s

routers on the market are capable of handling thousands of i-BGP sessions

[RFP11], removing one of the reasons for route reflection deployment. However

the operational cost from configuring and maintaining full-mesh i-BGP sessions

remains a strong motivation for deploying route reflections in a large network.

Our study suggests that a number of open issues remain, and several potentials

also exist, to make route reflection an effective solution towards future routing

scalability. We identify the following items as our future work.
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2.3.1 Separating Control Plane from Data Plane

As the Internet continues to grow in size, ISPRR also grows rapidly over time

and its overall topology becomes more complex. A recent trend in scaling and

simplifying network management is to decouple a network’s control plane from its

data plane. In [FBR04], Feamster et al. argue for a (logically) centralized routing

server (i.e., Routing Control Platform, RCP) to perform the routing decisions for

all the routers in a network, effectively making the routers perform data forward-

ing functions only. However, there are major road blocks in implementing and

deploying such a centralized control system. In [FBR04], the authors recognize

robustness, scalability, and routing correctness as major challenges in rolling out

such a design.

We observe from the operational practice that route reflection can be used

as a simple, incrementally deployable means to steer a network towards sepa-

rating its control plane from the data plane. For example, the top two layers

of route reflectors in ISPRR are configured to be responsible only for making

an distributing routing information and decisions within its network, and they

are not involved in data packet forwarding. The data forwarding is done by the

client routers and RRs in the third layer, as well as by other non-i-BGP routers.

Therefore, one could view ISPRR as having a dedicated control plane solely for

routing information propagation that is separated from data forwarding plane.

We also make three further observations. First, the recent effort in IETF

SIDR Working Group [sid] to secure the global system requires new functionality

and processing power at routers to verify all routing updates, a separate control

plane can ease such new functional deployment. Second, the operational commu-

nity is utilizing the RR redundancy to develop simple yet effective solutions to

improve path diversity, as reported in [RFP11] and [WRC10]. Finally, a recently
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proposed routing scalability solution, Virtual Aggregation [FXB10], can also find

an incrementally deployable path through route reflection. All signs indicate that

we should pursue the use of route reflection as an effective and incrementally de-

ployable vehicle towards scaling the global routing system through the separation

of control and data planes.

2.3.2 Remaining Issues with Route Reflection

We sort the route reflection induced side effects identified in Section 2.1.3.2 into

two categories. The first one concerns routing convergence. Route reflection de-

ployment in a global-scale ISP desires a hierarchical structure, which can prolong

routing propagation and worsen routing convergence. Efforts along the following

directions are underway to address this issue: using redundant standby paths

to assure data plane performance during routing convergence; minimizing MRAI

timer to speed up routing propagation [Jak10]; and designing effective route flap

damping to prevent update flooding with minimized MRAI time value [CPP10].

The second category concerns how best to build and utilize redundant RRs

that can address robustness, path diversity, and sub-optimal paths all at once. By

design, an RR plays a more important role than a client router, thus it requires

redundancy against a single point of failure. Redundant RRs, in turn, can also

be used to increase path diversity and reduce sub-optimal routing as suggested

in [RFP11,WRC10].
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CHAPTER 3

BGP Next-hop Diversity and the Impact of

Route Reflection

The Internet topological connectivity becomes denser over time. However the

de facto routing protocol of the global Internet, BGP, lets each BGP router

select and propagate only a single best path to each destination network. This

simple design to prevent routing loops leads to a common concern that the rich

connectivity is not fully utilized and the lack of alternative paths can reduce a

network’s robustness to failures as well as flexibility in traffic engineering, and

can lead to slow adaptation to topological changes. Furthermore, many Internet

service providers have replaced the full-mesh i-BGP connectivity model by route

reflection to scale the i-BGP connections, which potentially can further reduce

the number of alternative paths used by a network to reach external destinations.

In this chapter, we use i-BGP routing data collected from two global-scale

large ISPs, ISPFM and ISPRR each with a different i-BGP architecture, over a

3-year time period to quantify and analyze BGP next-hop diversity for all external

destinations to quantify actual BGP path diversity in the operational Internet

and investigate how much impact route reflection deployment has on BGP path

diversity reduction.

Our results show that both ISPs reach the majority of prefixes through multi-

ple next-hop POPs. We use several case studies of prefixes with different diversity
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degrees to study the major factors that influence the number of observed next-

hops. Then, we take a step further and perform a comparative study by using

i-BGP data collected from the two ISPs. Our results show that both ISPs have

similar reduction (up to 42%) in the overall path diversity. Through simula-

tions, we find that the first two topology-independent criteria in BGP best path

selection, i.e., LOCAL PREF and AS PATH length, eliminated majority of the

alternative paths, and the specifics of the i-BGP architectures and topologies

have only a minor impact on the overall path reduction, which can further be

mitigated through a carefully configured router topology.

3.1 Introduction to BGP Next-hop Diversity

Although a BGP router may learn multiple paths from its peers for a given desti-

nation, the BGP specification requires the router to select and propagate only one

single best path. As the topological connectivity of the Internet grows denser over

time [OPW10], it becomes increasingly desirable to fully utilize multiple available

paths.

The number of routers also increased rapidly in large ISPs, currently reaching

more than one thousand. To scale with the increasing number of routers that

are distributed globally across different geographical locations, many ISPs have

deployed route reflection: instead of connecting all i-BGP routers in a full mesh,

an AS may use a hierarchy of route reflectors to pass reachability information

around. Intuitively, an AS that deploys hierarchical RRs may only use a reduces

number of alternative paths to reach external destinations, as compared to an

AS with a full mesh i-BGP connectivity.

Currently in IETF, the operation community expresses avid desire to increase
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the next-hop diversity, as it represents the opportunities in fast failure recovery,

traffic engineering, and load balancing. As a result, several modifications to BGP

have been proposed to allow BGP routers to propagate multiple paths for the

same destination [RFP11,MFC11,WRC10,USF10]. Despite the promising effort

on adding diversity, there has been little understanding on the more fundamental

question: what is the existing next-hop diversity in the operation networks?

Knowing and understanding the existing next-hop diversity is of significance as

it can help us better understand the actual operational needs, and can shed light

on important operational practices that influence the degree of next-hop diversity.

In this work, we define and measure the next-hop diversity as observed from all

the backbone routers in two global-scale ISPs (referred to as ISPFM and ISPRR

based on their internal full-mesh i-BGP and route reflection i-BGP connectivity,

respectively) for all prefixes in the global routing table. Furthermore, to answer

the question of whether hierarchical RR may have a negative impact of eliminat-

ing alternative paths, we perform a comparative study on BGP path diversity

by comparing i-BGP routing data collected. Our findings can be summarized as

follows:

• We show that the number of next-hop POPs and ASes for a given destina-

tion network varies widely in both ISPs. A significant number of prefixes

have a high path diversity; more than 30% and 50% of all prefixes in ISPFM

and ISPRR are reached via more than 10 next-hop POPs, mainly due to

the topological connectivity between the origin AS and the two measured

ISPs. However, we also observe that a considerable amount of prefixes are

reached via a single next-hop POP; about 10% and 30% of all prefixes in

ISPFM and ISPRR are reached via only 1 next-hop POP.

• We perform case studies to study the characteristics of prefixes with high,
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moderate, and low diversity. We find that the topological location of the

origin AS as seen by the measurement ISP is a major factor that influences

next-hop diversity. More specifically, we discover that the prefixes with a

very high next-hop diversity are mostly caused by the lack of geo-presence

of ISPFM and ISPRR in some regions.

• Our simulations using the collected i-BGP data show that as much as 42%

of alternative paths are eliminated in the studied ISPs, mainly by the first

two topology-independent criteria in the BGP best path selection. The

specifics of different i-BGP architectures have only a minor impact (less

than 2.9%) on the number of alternative paths being used, and even this

minor impact can be further mitigated by a well-engineered i-BGP place-

ment and connectivity.

3.2 Background on BGP Next-hop Diversity

In this section, we provide a brief description of path diversity as used in this

chapter. Then, we describe i-BGP hidden path phenomenon and explain how it

hides alternative paths and reduces the number of overall visible paths.

3.2.1 Path Diversities in BGP

A BGP message reveals path diversities at two different levels: AS and next-hop

level, which we refer as AS-path diversity and next-hop diversity respectively.

AS-path diversity: As briefly mentioned in Section 2.1, a BGP message carries

AS PATH attribute which records the AS-level path through which the message

traveled to reach the receiving AS. Each AS paths represents an AS level path
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Figure 3.1: An example of BGP connectivity of an ISP

to reach such destination. For example in Figure 3.1, the announcement of the

reachability to prefix p in AS1 will arrive at AS4 both through AS2 and AS3.

Thus, AS4 learns two different paths (AS4–AS2–AS1 and AS4–AS3–AS1) to

reach prefix p. Retaining multiple AS paths in AS4 could be helpful in case

of a failure occurring outside of AS4. For example, if AS2 fails, AS4 will still

be able to forward the data packets destined to prefix p to AS3, which will in

turn forward them to AS1. However, as the receiving end, an operator has little

control on the number of visible AS paths to reach a given destination. The

alternative AS paths for a given destination may be hidden by the neighboring

ASes due to various reasons such as policy, and the distributed nature of BGP

routing protocol does not allow an operator to have much influence on the AS

paths that are not propagated by the neighboring ASes.

Next-hop diversity: BGP announcement messages for a given prefix can be

received from multiple AS neighbors (i.e., next-hop AS), potentially leading to
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a high AS-path diversity. Furthermore, there can also be multiple routers (i.e.,

next-hop routers) to reach each of these neighboring ASes across different cities,

which we refer as Point of Presence (i.e., next-hop PoP). For example in Fig-

ure 3.1, AS2 receives the reachability information on prefix p through both R21

and R22 from AS1, and BGP distinguishes these different paths to reach p in AS1

using an attribute named NEXT HOP.

Maintaining visibility to multiple next-hop routers could be helpful in case of

internal failures either on the paths to reach a particular next-hop router or the

failure of the next-hop router itself. For example, when R12 fails in Figure 3.1,

routers in AS2 can use R22–R11 and will still be able to reach AS1. Between

neighboring ASes, an operator is able to increase or reduce next-hop diversity.

When higher next-hop diversity is desired, the operator could deploy more routers

to peer with the neighboring ASes.

In general, a higher path diversity at both AS and next-hop level is desired for

the purpose of robustness to internal and external failures, traffic engineering, and

faster convergence. For example, when an AS (or a router) along the selected path

fails and a BGP router has an alternative path in its routing table, the router can

fail-over to the alternative path immediately without waiting for the convergence.

In addition, a high degree of next-hop diversity offers operators flexibility to direct

their traffic for better resource utilization (i.e., load balancing).

Note that ISPFM does not use next-hop-self option. In contrast, ISPRR uses

next-hop-self option at the boundaries of its network. Due to such configuration

difference, when we perform a comparative study of next-hop diversity between

ISPFM and ISPRR, a direct comparison of next-hop diversity at the router level

is not meaningful, and thus replaced next-hop router to next-hop POP (i.e., the

city which the router is located) diversity.
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3.2.2 BGP Best Path Selection

Regardless of different modes or architecture used, all BGP routers select only

one best path for each destination prefix and propagate the selected path to

neighbor routers. The best path selection considers the following criteria in the

order listed [RLH06]: (1) highest LOCAL PREF1 , (2) shortest AS PATH length,

(3) lowest ORIGIN, (4) lowest MED, (5) prefer path learned from eBGP session

over path learned from i-BGP session, (6) lowest IGP cost, and (7) lowest Router

ID. The first 4 criteria examine BGP attributes whose values are independent

from the router’s location in the internal i-BGP topology, i.e., the preference of

a path based on these 4 criteria would be the same regardless of the topological

location of the router inside the AS. The last 3 criteria examine values that are

topology-dependent and can result in different preference by different routers,

depending on the topological location and connectivity of a given router inside

the AS.

3.2.3 I-BGP Hidden Path Phenomenon

3.2.3.1 Hidden Paths at Border Routers

An i-BGP router does not announce the learned, but less preferred paths for a

given destination. The less preferred paths are known only to the border router,

and consequently i-BGP routers do not know the complete list of available paths

to reach a given external destination.

Figure 3.2(a) shows an example of a less preferred path (due to lower LO-

1In BGP, LOCAL PREF attribute value represents the policy of a given path by the local
ISP. Typically, an ISP consistently assigns α > β as the LOCAL PREF attribute value for a
path via customer and peer respectively, such that the path via customer is preferred over that
of peer. In both ISPFM and ISPRR, this is also true.
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Figure 3.2: Hidden path phenomenon in i-BGP

CAL PREF attribute value in this case) hidden in a full-mesh i-BGP configura-

tion. In this example, the less preferred path (Path2) will not be announced2 and

known only by the border router (R4) unless the current best path fails. When

Path1 fails, no router except R4 can switch immediately to use Path2, until R4

announces Path2 again. This inability to failover immediately to an alternatively

path can have significant impact on the data plane performance [WMJ06].

2In the case that the less preferred path (Path2) is announced first, the border router (R4)
would explicitly withdraw the path after learning about the more preferred path (Path1).
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3.2.3.2 Hidden Paths due to i-BGP Hierarchy

Depending on the i-BGP architecture and the internal router topology, the num-

ber of paths learned by a router to reach a destination can differ. Because only

the best paths are further propagated from one side of sub-AS (or route reflector)

boundary to the other side, the number of overall paths learned can be further

reduced.

Figure 3.2(b) shows an example of an equally preferred path (at the BGP

level) hidden in a route reflection i-BGP configuration. Although all equally

preferred path are announced into the route reflector by the border routers, the

route reflector chooses only one best path based on its topology-dependent BGP

best path selection criteria and propagates only the selected path to its clients,

preventing the clients from learning all BGP-level equally preferred paths.

3.3 Measuring BGP Next-hop Diversity

We used i-BGP data collected from ISPFM and ISPRR. In this section, we

describe the high level network topology of the 2 ISPs, followed by data collection

settings and how we measure the next-hop diversity.

3.3.1 A Brief Description of ISPFM

ISPFM is a global-scale large ISP which uses a single AS number globally in

the Internet. It has several hundreds of i-BGP routers distributed across many

countries in multiple continents, and uses AS confederations [TMS07] to scale

with its network size. Figure 3.3(a) depicts a simplified topology of ISPFM at

a high level, where backbone sub-AS represents the backbone network of this

ISP, consisting of more than one hundred i-BGP routers connected in a full-mesh
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Figure 3.3: Simplified i-BGP topology of two ISPs

(hence referred to as ISPFM).

ISPFM deploys a BGP data collector which establishes an i-BGP peering

session with each of the i-BGP routers in the backbone sub-AS to passively

record all i-BGP updates received.
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3.3.2 A Brief Description of ISPRR

ISPRR is another global-scale ISP which also uses one AS number globally in

the Internet. It has several hundreds of i-BGP routers distributed across many

countries in multiple continents. It deploys a hierarchical route reflection archi-

tecture by recursively applying route reflection. Figure 3.3(b) depicts a simplified

hierarchical route reflection system built by ISPRR. The diamond-shape RRs at

the top level represent continent level RRs; the square-shape RRs are at the 2nd

level of hierarchy, each represents a regional RR, and the 3rd level circle-shape

RRs represent POPs. A collector (an i-BGP router) is configured as RR client to

all route reflectors in the 2nd level route reflectors and passively record all i-BGP

updates received.

The top 2 levels (1st and 2nd) of route reflectors in ISPRR serve the sole

purpose of distributing routing information to the rest of the network, i.e., they

do not carry data traffic. We refer to these route reflectors as backbone routers

in ISPRR.

3.3.3 Quantifying Next-hop Diversity

From ISPFM and ISPRR, we gathered routing table snapshots (RIBs) from all

backbone i-BGP routers. We first exclude 2 types of prefixes from this mea-

surement study: internal prefixes and potential bogon prefixes with their length

shorter than 8 or greater than 24. Then, from each RIB entry, we extracted

NEXT HOP and AS PATH attributes to measure how many distinct next-hop

POPs and ASes are visible collectively in the view of the backbone routers for a

given destination.

Next-hop diversity can be measured at 3 different levels, namely next-hop
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router, POP, and AS. Note that ISPFM does not use next-hop-self option. In

contrast, ISPRR uses next-hop-self option at the boundaries of its network. Due

to such configuration difference, a direct comparison of next-hop diversity at the

router level is not meaningful, and thus omitted from our study.

3.4 BGP Next-hop Diversity in ISPFM

3.4.1 Next-hop Diversity in ISPFM
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of next-hop diversity in ISPFM

To quantify the next-hop diversity, we use the routing table snapshots taken

from all backbone routers on July 1st, 2009. To ensure that the snapshots are

representative, we also measured next-hop diversity using routing table snapshots

taken at different times. In addition, we checked that the total number of prefixes

in each snapshot and the set of unique neighbor ASes are roughly the same.
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Figure 3.4 shows the cumulative distribution (CDF) of the number of next-

hop ASes to reach a prefix in ISPFM . For the total 276,712 prefixes, we observe

that about 62% of all prefixes are reached via 1 neighbor, and almost all prefixes

(about 96%) can be reached via less than or equal to 5 neighboring ASes.

Note that the number of next-hop ASes represents a gross diversity at the

inter-domain routing level. For those prefixes that can only be reached through

one neighbor, ISPFM must wait for BGP to explore and settle down on the

routes via other neighbors (if there is any) when the particular neighbor AS

fails. The prolonged convergence delay in this case can potentially degrade the

performance in the data plane [WMJ06]. However, such number of next-hop

ASes only describe an abstract reachability at the logical AS level. In a typical

operation settings, two ASes often set up peering sessions at different geographical

locations using multiple BGP routers as explained earlier.

We further measure the number of available next-hop routers and their geo-

graphical locations (i.e., POPs) to reach a given destination. Figure 3.4 shows

the distribution of the number of observed next-hop routers and POPs to reach

each destination prefix. We observe that even though 18% of prefixes can still be

reached via only one POP from one neighboring AS, the majority of the prefixes

can be reached via 2 to 5 POPs. Furthermore, given that there often exist multi-

ple routers in a given POP, the next-hop diversity is further amplified and varies

widely from 1 up to 47. Most of the prefixes (88%) have more than 2 next-hops,

and around 47% of all prefixes have their next-hop diversity between 6 and 12.

We also observe that there exists a small fraction of prefixes (1.6%) with a very

high next-hop diversity (>=30).

In Figure 3.4, we observe that prefixes with the same next-hop AS diversity

can have different next-hop POP and router diversity. This indicates that the
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amount of visible next-hop diversity can depend on not only the number of neigh-

bor ASes but the number of peering routers with neighbor ASes through which

ISPFM reaches a given destination.
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Figure 3.5: Observed connectivity of different neighbor types of ISPFM

To show the number of peering routers differ across different neighbor ASes,

we classified each neighbor AS as one of “Tier1”, “Large ISP”, “Small ISP”,

and “Stub” based on the classification found in [ZLM]. Then, we measured

the number of peering routers for each of the types. Figure 3.5 shows that, in

general larger neighbor ASes tend to have a higher number of routers peering

with ISPFM . This tendency is reflected in next-hop diversity.

For example, if two prefixes are reached via a Tier1 and a small ISP neighbor

respectively, then based on Figure 3.5, the former prefix can have its next-hop

diversity ranging from 6 to 12 while the diversity of the latter prefix can range

from 1 to 9. Note that there exist few Stub ASes (e.g., UltraDNS, Amazon,

Akamai, etc) whose number of peering routers is exceptionally high. This is due
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to their specific business needs to provide global wide services, and connect to

ISPFM with many routers at different locations globally. The high number of

peering routers enables these ASes to increase next-hop diversity in ISPFM by

simply announcing their prefixes over multiple peering routers. The existence

of highly connected neighbors such as these large stub ASes, large ISPs, and

Tier1 ISPs shown in Figure 3.5 suggests that, by utilizing available connectivity,

there exist opportunities in ISPFM ’s current network to increase and exploit the

existing path diversity.

3.4.2 Case Studies: Prefixes with Low, Moderate, and High Next-hop

Diversity

In this section, we take a closer look at representative cases of prefixes with the

low, moderate, and high next-hop diversity to shed lights on the main factors

that determine the amount of next-hop diversity for a given prefix.

3.4.2.1 Prefixes with Low Diversity

In our study, prefixes with lowest next-hop diversity have announced by a neigh-

boring AS through a single next-hop router like prefix 201.133.104.0/24 shown in

Figure 3.6(a). There can be two reasons: (i) there is only one path to reach this

prefix, and/or (ii) BGP’s design choice to select and propagate only the best path

to the neighbors prevents ISPFM from being able to see other alternative paths.

By further investigating the update messages, we found that the main reason is

the latter; when the best (and the only visible) path fails, we could observe that

oftentimes many alternative paths, which were hidden previously due to the BGP

path selection, got exposed during i-BGP convergence process. As the result, the

next-hop diversity for this prefix p would be 1 despite the fact that there do exist
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Figure 3.6: Representative cases of prefixes with low, moderate, and high nex-

t-hop diversity

other paths.

We wondered if this observation is true for all prefixes identified to have

the lowest diversity. Using historical AS level Internet topology available from
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[ZLM], we verified that for all prefixes with next-hop diversity equal to one in

our study, the prefixes do have multiple alternative next-hops. In other words,

BGP’s design choice to select and propagate only a single best path hides the

alternative paths and prevented the prefixes in this class to have higher diversity,

although alternative paths to reach these prefixes do exist.

The above examples show that how BGP path preference limits the next-hop

diversity. However, as the path preference are configurable by design (i.e., via

tunable parameters such as weight3, LOCAL PREF, etc.), a network operator

may be able to adjust path preference to achieve higher next-hop diversity while

respecting the network’s routing policy.

3.4.2.2 Prefixes with Moderate Diversity

In Figure 3.6(b), we present two representative cases in moderate diversity. We

classify prefixes whose next-hop POP diversity is between 5 and 14 as moderate,

which is more than 50% of all prefixes in Figure 3.9(a). Prefix 190.103.225.0/24

announced by AS27983 is the first case. This prefix can be reached from ISPFM

through AS6762, a large ISP. The number of next-hops between ISPFM and

AS6762 were 7. Another representative case of a prefix with moderate next-hop

diversity was prefix 204.113.217.0/24 announced by AS210. The AS and next-hop

diversity are 2 and 12 respectively.

In both examples, the prefixes were reached through at least one neighbor

AS which is a large ISP with at least 6 BGP peering sessions with ISPFM .

From these two cases, we can see that (i) the number of peering routers has an

impact on the next-hop diversity; 190.103.225.0/24 announced by AS27983 has

moderate diversity because its provider (AS6762) has 7 multiple peering routers

3supported by router vendors
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Figure 3.7: Geographical presence of ISPFM

with ISPFM . In addition, we also see that (ii) multi-homing helps increase path

diversity; 204.113.217.0/24 announced by AS210 has 12 next-hop diversity in

ISPFM by multi-homing with AS209 and AS2828.

3.4.2.3 Prefixes with High Diversity

Our last case study explores prefixes with very high degree of next-hop diversity.

Figure 3.6(c) shows a prefix 83.228.80.0/23 announced by AS8866, a regional ISP.

AS8866 multi-homes with two providers (AS8400 and AS9050) which connect

to many Tier1 and large ISPs. By becoming a customer of these two highly

connected providers, prefix 83.228.80.0/23 in AS8866 inherently becomes visible

through highly diverse paths from the perspective of ISPFM .

In general, a common characteristic observed in prefixes with high degrees of

next-hop diversity is that their origin ASes do not directly connect to ISPFM .
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From this observation, we hypothesized that the lack of geographical presence of

ISPFM can be a factor that determined the set of prefixes with high next-hop

diversity. In the regions that ISPFM does not provide connectivity, the origin

ASes would connect to other ISPs when they wish to connect to the Internet.

If these local ISPs happen to multi-home with many large ISPs except ISPFM ,

then there will be many paths with equal AS PATH length between the origin

AS and ISPFM , which leads to the very high next-hop diversity.

To verify our hypothesis, we checked the prefix origination point of prefixes

with very high next-hop diversity against the POPs covered by ISPFM . To find

the location of prefix origination point, we used MaxMind GeoLite package [max]

to map each prefix into a city. Then for these cities, we checked whether any POP

of ISPFM is present. Figure 3.7 verifies our hypothesis; in 89% of prefixes with

very high next-hop diversity, ISPFM did not have a presence.

This observation that some prefixes can have a very high diversity regardless

of the ISP’s intention can be an important input to the proposed BGP modi-

fications [RFP11,MFC11,WRC10], which increase the diversity for all prefixes.

Our results suggest that more intelligent approaches could be used to utilize the

router resources more efficiently by increasing diversity selectively for interested

prefixes, rather than over-provisioning these high diversity prefixes altogether.

3.4.3 BGP next-hop diversity changes in time

In this section, we seek to find out if there is a general trend of next-hop diversity

changes over time. Due to the large amount of i-BGP routing data and the

processing loads, we sampled the next-hop diversity of the first day of each month

from July 2007 to July 2009. In addition, to better capture the next-hop diversity

change in time, we only consider the prefixes that continuously exist over the
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Figure 3.8: Next-hop Diversity Change in Time

entire two-year measurement period, which leaves us total 220,432 prefixes.

Figure 3.8 depicts next-hop router diversity changes at 25, 50, 95, 99 per-

centile, and maximum in next-hop router diversity distribution curves at different

times. For example, on July 2007 (the leftmost data points), the median, 99%,

and maximum next-hop diversity were 8, 25 and 36. Figure 3.8 shows that over

the last two years, the median value stayed almost the same, though we checked

that the individual prefix does shift its diversity to some extent. We do not

observe any significant pattern of changes. As the individual prefix’s diversity

is determined by a complex interaction between the topological and geographi-

cal location of the origin AS, the inter-domain routing path from the origin to

ISPFM , the number of next-hop routers, and the BGP routing decisions, the

path diversity changes in time with a seemingly unpredictable manner.

However, we also observed that the maximal next-hop diversity slowly in-

creases in time, mainly due to the increased number of backbone routers inside
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Figure 3.9: Next-hop POP and AS diversity in ISPFM and ISPRR

ISPFM . The maximum, 99 percentile, and 95 percentile next-hop router di-

versity gradually increased in time, and 25 percentile value decreased slightly.

After further investigation, we found that the increasing trend in maximum, 99

percentile, and 95 percentile is mainly due to the increased number of peering

routers between ISPFM and its neighbors. Since July 2007, the number of back-

bone routers in ISPFM gradually increased up to 19 additional routers by the

end of July 2009. This also confirms to the findings of case studies we made

previously in Section 3.4.2.

3.5 Comparing BGP Next-hop Diversity in ISPFM and

ISPRR

In this section, we measure next-hop diversity in ISPRR and compare the results

with the next-hop diversity in ISPFM , based on our measurement results based

on the routing table snapshots taken on June 3rd, 2010. To ensure that the

snapshots are representative, we performed the same measurements using routing

tables taken on each day during one week of June 3rd to 9th and on every 1st day
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of each month from January to May in 2010. We verified that the distributions

of next-hop POP and AS diversity are similar. In addition, we checked that the

total number of prefix entries and the set of unique POPs and neighbor ASes are

roughly the same.

Figure 3.9(b) shows the distributions of next-hop POP and AS diversity of

the same 307,212 prefixes. The difference in the number of total prefix between

the two ISPs mainly comes from the different announcements made by the neigh-

boring ASes.

We make a number of common observations across the two ISPs. First, similar

to what we observed in ISPFM , a considerable and relatively larger number of

prefixes can be reached via only one neighbor POP and AS; 34.02% and 84.42%

of all prefixes have both their next-hop POP and AS diversity equal to 1. Second,

as in the case of ISPFM , overall next-hop POP diversity is relatively higher than

next-hop AS diversity, indicating that ISPRR also peers with its neighbor ASes

in multiple POPs. Third, we observe a few groups of prefixes sharing the same

degree of POP diversity (e.g., POP diversity equal to 12 and 8). Lastly, we find

that the highest degree of diversity in ISPRR is mostly related to how the origin

ASes connect to ISPRR. We identified the top 8,881 prefixes with the highest

degree of next-hop diversity inside ISPRR, announced by 1,336 unique origin

ASes. Then, we used MaxMind GeoLite package [max] to map each prefix into a

city. Finally for these mapped cities, we checked whether any POP of ISPRR is

present. We found that all 1,336 (100%) origin ASes that announced the prefixes

with the highest degree of diversity do not directly connect to the two ISPs and

that more than 91% of these origin ASes are located in regions that ISPRR is

physically absent.

Although both ISPs are classified as global-scale large ISPs, there is a notice-
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Figure 3.10: Next-hop diversity reduction in ISPFM

able difference in next-hop diversity. First, we observe that the maximum number

of next-hop POP and AS is different, potentially caused by the difference in their

external connectivity. More importantly, we observe that the overall number of

ISPRR’s next-hop POPs and ASes to reach a given prefix is relatively lower,

compared to ISPFM . For example in ISPFM , there are 10.17% and 62.76% of

all prefixes with 1 next-hop POP and AS respectively. However in ISPRR, we

observe that relatively more prefixes (34.02% and 84.42%) have only 1 next-hop

POP and AS respectively.

3.6 Investigating the Impact of Route Reflection on Next-

hop Diversity Reduction

In this section, we further investigate different impacting factors on path diversity

to explain the observed discrepancy by examining the i-BGP updates collected

from the two ISPs for 6-month time period. More specifically, we focus on un-

derstanding the following 3 factors and their impact on the overall next-hop

diversity: (1) external connectivity, (2) topology-independent hidden path, and (3)
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Figure 3.11: Next-hop diversity reduction in ISPRR(1) Inferring external connectivity

• The most straightforward approach: examine the configuration of all border router
– The access to the routers is often limited 
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Figure 3.12: Inferring external connectivity

topology-dependent hidden path.

3.6.1 External Connectivity

As we have seen in the previous section, next-hop POP and AS diversity of a prefix

can potentially be upper-bounded by the external BGP connectivity of the ISP

with its neighbor ASes. The most straightforward approach to obtain the exact

amount of external connectivity of an AS with its neighbor ASes is to examine the

configurations of all border routers inside the AS. However, this requires access
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to all border routers in each of the two measurement ISPs, which we did not have

at the time of our measurement. Thus in this work, we estimate the amount of

external connectivity by observing the routing dynamics in each of the two ISPs

to examine how different (or similar) these 2 ISPs are in terms of the amount

of their external connectivity. More specifically, we examine the i-BGP updates

during a time period and estimate the external connectivity by recording the path

exposed by the prefixes that have their paths explored. Figure 3.12 illustrates

how we infer the external connectivity for a given ISP, ISPx. In this figure, prefix

p is initially reachable through AS2 (step 1). When the origin AS fails and the

current best path is withdrawn (step 2), the previous hidden less preferred path

would be explored before finally declaring that the prefix is not reachable (step

3 and 4).

One challenge in estimating the external connectivity by observing the routing

dynamics is to determine the time duration. If the time duration is too long, the

dynamics can include the permanent topology changes of the Internet [OPW10].

On the other hand, if the time duration is too short, we will not observe the

prefixes which are inactive during the observation period, and the number of ob-

served prefixes can be too small. To capture as many prefixes without including

the permanent topology changes, we decided to look at multiple short time du-

rations of one week that do not overlap over a longer period of time; to estimate

the external connectivity, we use the i-BGP data collected over 6 months during

the 1st week January, February, March, April, May, and June in 2010. Overall,

we identified 88,236 prefixes announced by 12,727 origin ASes (38% of all ASes:

10 Tier-1s, 1,346 Transits, and 11,371 Stubs) which are approximately 1/3 of all

prefixes and origin ASes in the global routing table. Additionally, we checked that

the prefixes and their origin ASes cover various AS types, topological locations,

and the overall next-hop diversity. Although we did not capture all prefixes and
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ASes in the global routing table, our goal in this paper is to compare the rela-

tive difference of the external connectivity of the two ISPs, rather than precisely

estimating all external connectivity for a given ISP. For this purpose, we believe

that the total number of identified prefixes and origin ASes is sufficient.

In each of 6 independent simulations, the percentage in diversity reduction

varies slightly. However, we essentially make the same observation across the

multiple independent simulations, and the generality of our conclusion does not

change. Therefore in this paper, we present the results on one week from June

3rd to June 9th in 2010 as the representative result for clarity. The number of

identified prefixes during this week is 24,244 (about 7% of all prefixes), announced

by 4,457 unique origin ASes (13.59% of all ASes: 5 Tier-1s, 648 Transits, and

3804 Stubs).

The blue lines (labeled PathExplored marked with filled square) in Figure 3.10

and 3.11 show the number of next-hop POPs and ASes based on the estimated

external connectivity for the identified prefixes in ISPFM and ISPRR. The dis-

tributions of the estimated external connectivity between the 2 ISPs reveal that

there is not a significant discrepancy, and therefore, we concluded that the ex-

ternal connectivity is not the dominating cause for the discrepancy observed in

Figure 3.9.

3.6.2 Topology-independent Hidden Path

Given that the distribution of external connectivity of the 2 ISPs is similar,

we measure the amount of topology-independent hidden path, which happens

regardless of the i-BGP architecture or router topology, as described earlier in

Section 3.2.3. To quantify the amount of next-hop diversity reduced by i-BGP

hidden path phenomenon, we simulate the first 4 topology-independent criteria of
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BGP best path selection algorithm and count how many external paths remain

equally preferred by all routers inside the ISP after each of the criteria. The

number of such remaining paths represents the path diversity after hidden path

phenomenon caused by each of the first four BGP best path selection criteria.

3.6.2.1 ISPFM

Figure 3.10 summarizes our simulation results for ISPFM . In Figure 3.10(a)

and Figure 3.10(b), each green (marked with a square), pink (marked with a

circle), dotted black (marked with a triangle), orange (marked with an upside-

down triangle) colored lines show the remaining next-hop POP and AS diversity

respectively after each step of the first 4 best path selection criteria in ISPFM .

For example in Figure 3.10(a), our estimated external connectivity (i.e., blue line

marked with a square) indicates that there are only 0.4% of prefixes initially

with their next-hop POP diversity equal to 1. After considering the 1st criterion

(LOCAL PREF comparison), the green line (labeled -LocalPref ) shows that more

prefixes (7.36%) have the next-hop POP diversity equal to 1. This means, among

multiple external paths to reach a given prefix, only one path stands out due to

its higher LOCAL PREF value, making other (less preferred) paths hidden inside

the border routers.

Overall, the first 2 criteria contribute to most of the next-hop diversity reduc-

tion. After the 1st criterion (LOCAL PREF comparison), about 10% of overall

next-hop POP diversity is reduced in average. Then additional 12% next-hop

POP diversity reduction happened after the 2nd criterion (AS PATH length com-

parison).
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3.6.2.2 ISPRR

Figure 3.11 summarizes our simulation results for ISPRR. As in the case of

ISPFM , the first 2 criteria of the best path selection are identified as the domi-

nating factors that reduce next-hop diversity. However, the amount of reduction

happened by each of the 2 criteria is quite different. In case of ISPRR, the 1st

criterion (LOCAL PREF) had the most impact on next-hop diversity reduction

(of about 29%), and is the main reason why the 2 ISPs have such discrepancy

in the measured next-hop diversity in Figure 3.9. Our results reveal that al-

though ISPRR has a comparable amount of external connectivity compared to

ISPFM , relatively less number of paths are equally preferred after examining LO-

CAL PREF attribute value and the subsequent topology-independent criteria.

3.6.3 Topology-dependent Hidden Path

The i-BGP hidden path phenomenon due to the first 4 topology-independent

criteria of the best path selection happens regardless of the i-BGP topology. This

implies that even in the full-mesh topology, the remaining next-hop diversity after

the 4th criterion is the upper-bound, and that further reduction caused by the

topology-dependent criteria represents the cost of moving away from the full-mesh

topology.

Thus, we define the difference between measured diversity as seen by the

backbone routers (i.e., black line labeled BackBone) and the diversity after the

4th criterion of best path selection (orange line labeled -MED) as the amount of

diversity reduced due to topology and connectivity between the border routers

and the backbone routers.
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3.6.3.1 The Impact of i-BGP Topology and Next-hop Diversity Re-

duction

In both Figure 3.10 and 3.11, we observe that the difference between the solid

orange line (labeled -MED marked with an upside-down triangle) and the solid

black line (labeled BackBone marked with a short vertical line) is relatively small.

Overall, the average reduction due to the topology-dependent factors across all

simulated prefixes is small; even with ISPRR’s multi-level hierarchical route re-

flection architecture and its topology, there is only up to 2.9% reduction.

3.6.3.2 i-BGP Topology Design and Next-hop Diversity

In route reflection architecture, path diversity reduction happens essentially by

deploying a relatively smaller number of route reflectors, compared to the avail-

able number of paths per route reflector. Given that ISPRR has only a minor

reduction in overall next-hop diversity, we further verify that in ISPRR the num-

ber of route reflectors in the backbone routing infrastructure roughly match the

number of available next-hop POPs. We first calculated the number of distinct
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next-hop POPs observed by each route reflector before and after considering the

first 4 BGP best path selection criteria, then chose the maximum number across

all route reflectors. For example, if the number of observed next-hop POPs by

two route reflectors are 2 and 5 respectively, the maximum number of next-hop

POPs per route reflector (as shown in Figure 3.13) is max(2,5) = 5. If this num-

ber is equal to 1 for a given prefix, it implies that there is sufficient number of

route reflectors in the network to preserve the observed next-hop POP diversity

for that prefix.

Figure 3.13 summarizes our results. First, the number of maximum next-hop

POP is 1 for the majority (more than 54%) of the prefixes. This indicates that

the route reflectors are well-placed for these prefixes in terms of their next-hop

POP diversity density. For the prefixes with the available next-hop POP greater

than 1, there is a noticeable decrease in the maximum number of observed next-

hop POPs per route reflector after considering the first 4 topology independent

BGP best path selection criteria; for more than 32% of simulated prefixes, the

number of next-hop POP decreased to 1. This result confirms again that in the

current i-BGP design that reduces significant overall path diversity regardless

of topology and that a more scalable i-BGP architectures can be used without

much sacrifice in the overall path diversity reduction, when the i-BGP topology

is carefully designed.

3.7 Discussions of Related Works

Prior works on path diversity fall into two classes: (i) quantifying existing path

diversity and (ii) increasing path diversity.

Among prior works in the first class, Teixeira et al. [TMS03] measured the IP
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level path diversity inside a ISP (Sprint)’s backbone network, and showed that

Sprint has significant IP level path diversity among their POPs. In contrast,

we measure the BGP level exiting point diversity. On the other hand, [HWJ06,

NM01,VAZ07,VCS09] measured path diversity at the AS granularity. While our

work measures path diversity from the perspective of a ISP, they mostly focused

on multi-homing stub ASes because their common goal was to understand the

impact of path diversity on data forwarding performance for a given multi-homing

AS. Uhlig et al. [UT06] quantified path diversity in a ISP which configured its

network with route reflection [MGW02]. Because they focused on the impact of

route reflection on path diversity reduction, they used simulations to measure

the path diversity inside an ISP using a small set of sampled prefixes. Our

measurements confirm with their results in that many paths are not visible from

the i-BGP routers because of the local routing policy. However, we measure

next-hop diversity of production routers in a full-mesh network, and quantifies

path diversity for all prefixes in the global routing table as well as the trend in

overtime using the actual number of routers, which yield a more tangible and

comprehensive understanding of path diversity and different impacting factors of

path diversity in both general and corner cases.

The second class of prior works involve efforts to increase path diversity. Re-

cently, the operator community starts to demand higher path diversity to ac-

commodate the newly emerging applications [RFP11, WRC10, SF09]. This led

to on-going efforts to increase path diversity by modifying the behavior of BGP.

Walton et al. and Schrieck et al. [WRC10,SF09] propose a BGP capability, Add-

Path, to distribute multiple paths for a given destination. This new extension

increases the availability of additional paths, and can help reduce persistent route

oscillations and route convergence within a network. While we deem it necessary

to have a general way to exchange multiple paths between BGP routers, in this
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chapter we showed that the majority of prefixes can be reached via more than one

next-hop routers without changes to BGP. One interesting question is whether

ISPs actually utilize the existing diversity before moving forward to increase it.

On the other hand, instead of modifying BGP, Raszuk et al. [RFP11] pro-

posed to deploy multiple BGP route reflectors planes, and each additional plane

incrementally increases the number of alternative paths. The key idea is to con-

figure each reflector such that the Nth reflector could select and distribute the Nth

best path. This technique echoes our observations in this chapter that changing

BGP path preferences can greatly affect the diversity, but note that this tech-

nique might not be applicable to networks such as ISPFM , that does not use

route reflection to organize its network. We hope that our measurement results

can serve as valuable input on these efforts to decide whether such mechanisms

to increase path diversity are necessary.

3.8 Summary and Future Work

BGP has gone through many changes as it operates as the de-facto routing pro-

tocol in the Internet. Its original design required a BGP router to select and

propagate only a single best path to its neighbors. This design choice is being

reconsidered to increase path diversity. However, there has been little understand-

ing on path diversity in the existing system, and the necessity and effectiveness

of different proposals are not clear.

Using i-BGP routing data collected from routers in the backbone routing

infrastructure inside two global-scale ISPs, we show that there already exist op-

portunities in the existing network for the ISPs to utilize its diversity by showing

that the majority of prefixes could be reached through multiple next-hop routers.
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Also, our case studies reveal that the ISPs may further increase path diver-

sity without any modification to BGP, by adjusting path preference values while

respecting the network’s policy. Furthermore, we find that a very small number

of prefixes maintain a high degree of diversity, and in most cases, they happen

specifically and regardless of the ISPs’ intention, caused by the lack of geograph-

ical presence of ISPFM and ISPRR in the regions where origin ASes are located.

We also find that in ISPFM , the overall next-hop diversity have not changed much

over the past two years, but the maximal next-hop diversity slowly increases in

time, mainly due to the increased number of backbone routers.

Our measurement study based on the i-BGP data collected from two large

ISPs quantifies the degree of path diversity in these 2 ISPs and reveals the most

influential factors on BGP path diversity. Our results shows that although there is

a significant overall path diversity reduction, the reduction caused by the specifics

of i-BGP architecture inside ISPRR is small. There are two main reasons. First,

topology-independent criteria are high in the BGP best path selection decision

making order and contribute significantly to the overall reduction. Second, a

well-engineered i-BGP topology mitigates the topology-dependent reduction.

We discover that the overall alternative path reductions in the two large ISPs

is mainly due to the topology-independent factors. However, there was a no-

ticeable difference in the amount of reduction due to LOCAL PREF attribute in

BGP best path selection. We conjecture that this difference can be explained by

the economic factors such as the access-circuit prices, transit prices, SLA’s and

peering policies which are affected by the different geographical regions that the

two ISPs serve and leave the detailed analysis and verification as our future work.

In this work, we focused on understanding the static path diversity in different

i-BGP architectures in the absence of failures. It remains as an open question
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how different i-BGP architectures may impact BGP convergence in the presence

of topological changes, which is the subject of our ongoing effort.
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CHAPTER 4

Understanding BGP Convergence inside Large

ISPs

In recent years there have been many measurement studies that use BGP updates

between ASes to examine BGP routing dynamics across the global Internet. How-

ever, there has been virtually no measurement studies on BGP dynamics inside

Internet service provider (ISP) networks. In this work, we use i-BGP data col-

lected from two large ISPs during a 14-month period to define, quantify, and

analyze i-BGP convergence. Our measurement results reveal interesting char-

acteristics and performance issues of i-BGP convergence which have not been

reported previously. More specifically, we quantify convergence delays of two

different i-BGP architectures, namely full-mesh and hierarchical route-reflectors

(HRR). We show that the delays due to HRR are insignificant in most cases, and

can be further mitigated through carefully configured router topology.

4.1 Introduction to I-BGP Convergence

BGP [RLH06] is the global routing protocol used in the Internet to communicate

reachability information between routers in different autonomous systems (ASes)

as well as within a single AS. Because BGP dynamics have a direct impact on

the data delivery performance [WMJ06,Zha04,PWM03,KKK07], in recent years
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extensive measurement and analytic research efforts have been devoted to un-

derstanding BGP routing dynamics. As one of the seminal BGP measurement

studies, Labovitz et al. [LMJ99, LAW01, LAA01] showed the existence of slow

BGP routing convergence. Subsequent measurement studies confirmed the wide

existence of slow convergence [OZP06] and proposed a variety of BGP modifi-

cations to speed up BGP routing convergence [ZAL04, PAM05, SMS06, BAS03,

PZW02,CDZ05,DS04,SKM06].

As the Internet has grown in its size and connectivity density over time, so

have the large ISPs. The rapid increase in both the number of routers in large

ISPs and the complexity in their interconnections escalated interests and concerns

on BGP routing dynamics inside a single autonomous system; such dynamics can

have implications on the overall data packet delivery service and performance.

However, most of the previous analytic studies focus on BGP dynamics at the

inter-AS level, using a simplified model of the Internet represented as a graph

where individual nodes represent ASes. The BGP dynamics inside each AS has

largely remained as a missing puzzle for a comprehensive and complete under-

standing of the end-to-end routing performance.

In this chapter, we take a first step towards measuring BGP convergence inside

large ISPs and the impact of different i-BGP architectures. Our measurement and

analysis are based on i-BGP data collected during a 14-month period from two

global-scale ISPs, each with a different i-BGP architecture. Our contributions

and findings in this chapter can be summarized as follows.

• We define, quantify, and characterize i-BGP convergence to provide the first

quantitative assessment of i-BGP convergence of all prefixes in the global

routing table from the view of two large ISPs (Section 4.3 ˜Section 4.5).

We observe from both ISPs that the majority of routing dynamics inside
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an ISP are either local (i.e., observed only at one particular POP) or AS-

wide (i.e., observed in all POPs inside the AS) in their scale. Local events

are mostly caused by local link failures and recoveries at different locations,

which happen independently inside the studied ISPs and have a convergence

duration with less than 1 second. On the other hand, events that affect all

routers (i.e., AS-wide events) take much longer time to converge, caused

mostly by delayed arrivals of external update messages at the studied ISPs.

• As a first step to understand the impact of increasingly complex i-BGP

architectures and interconnections on i-BGP convergence, we perform sev-

eral case studies to quantify additional delays caused by hierarchical route

reflection architecture (HRR). Our results indicate that, although HRR in-

troduces additional convergence delays, they are insignificant in most cases,

and can be further mitigated by carefully engineered i-BGP topologies (Sec-

tion 4.5.4).

• ISPs typically collect i-BGP data for monitoring and diagnosis purposes.

Some ISPs collect i-BGP data by configuring a collector as a client to i-

BGP routers, and others configure the collector as a peer with other i-BGP

routers. In the latter case, the peering routers do not always send updates

to the collector when their best path changes1, making it difficult to exam-

ine the complete routing changes of individual peers. As part of our work

in quantifying and characterizing i-BGP convergence, we introduce a geo-

based BGP best selection inference that approximates the complete routing

behavior of peering routers, using i-BGP data collected by a collector which

is a member of i-BGP full-mesh (Section 4.4.5). We make our implementa-

tion publicly available [Par11], which may be useful for the future research,

1This is due to the design of i-BGP that an i-BGP router does not forward reachability
information learned from other i-BGP routers.
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Figure 4.1: Different i-BGP topologies

as well as to the ISPs who wish to quantify their i-BGP convergence using

i-BGP data collected over peering sessions.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we provide necessary

background for this chapter, including a briefing on different i-BGP architectures

and their basic operations. Section 4.3 defines i-BGP convergence and describes

a number of metrics which we use to characterize the i-BGP convergence. Sec-

tion 4.4 describes the data sets used in this study, how we process the collected

data to identify events inside an ISP, and how we classify the identified events

into different types. Section 4.5 presents our results on the i-BGP convergence

characteristics and the impact of different i-BGP architectures on BGP conver-

gence. Section 4.6 discusses the ramifications of our observations and discoveries.

In Section 4.7, we briefly talk about related works, and finally in Section 4.8 we

summarize our work and conclude.
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4.2 Additional Delays caused by Route Reflection

In route reflection architecture, routing messages travel more than a single i-BGP

hop. For example in Figure 4.1(b), an update message originated at R3 traverses

more than one i-BGP hop (R1 and R2 in this case) to reach R4. Thus, compared

to a full-mesh configuration where R2 would have communicated directly with R4,

route reflection introduces two additional delays in update propagation. First,

the update has to go through a potentially longer physical path through either

R1 and R2. Second, there is an additional processing delay at each BGP hop,

such as BGP best path selection and routing loop detection.

Besides the increased delay caused by a longer physical path, creating hier-

archies in an i-BGP topology also introduces multiple parallel paths to a given

destination. For example, in Figure 4.1(b), R3 can see three possible paths to

reach a destination announced by R4: (1) R3–R1–R4, (2) R3–R2–R4, and (3)

R3–R1–R2–R4. Thus when the destination becomes unreachable, R3 will explore

all the possible internal paths before converging to the unreachable state. Had

all the routers been connected in a full-mesh, R3 would have only one path to

reach it and the convergence could potentially be faster.

4.3 Defining I-BGP Convergence

In this section, we define i-BGP convergence and describe three metrics which

we use to characterize the i-BGP convergence in detail.
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Figure 4.2: I-BGP convergence

4.3.1 I-BGP Convergence

We define i-BGP convergence as the process that all i-BGP routers, communi-

cating over i-BGP sessions inside a single AS, as opposed to e-BGP convergence

which considers the Internet-wide convergence, settle down to their best path

after a routing information change to reach a given destination prefix. Different

from the previous works which measure per-router view of convergence, we mea-

sure AS-wide convergence in the aggregated view of all i-BGP routers inside an

AS.

4.3.2 Evaluating I-BGP Convergence: Metrics

We use three metrics to characterize i-BGP convergence in this chapter, namely

(1) convergence duration, (2) number of updates, and (3) number of explored

paths.

4.3.2.1 Convergence Duration

The convergence duration is the time that takes for routers to settle down to the

next available best path after a routing information change and is directly related

to the packet forwarding performance. In this work, we compute the convergence
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duration for a given routing change as the relative time difference between the

last update message and the first update message generated by all routers inside

the AS for the given routing information change, and use it as one of our metrics

to characterize the convergence.

We use Figure 4.2 as an example to explain how we compute the convergence

duration. In this example, two external updates (U1 and U2) arrive at AS1

through the border routers R1 and R2. Upon receiving these external updates,

R1 and R2 further propagate this routing information inside AS1 by sending the

i-BGP update messages. The BGP routers inside AS1 learn about the routing

information change and decide whether they should change their best paths or

not. In this particular example, the convergence duration for R1 is time(u4) -

time(u1), and the convergence duration for AS1 is time(u4) - time(u1). This

example is a special case, because the i-BGP convergence duration is equal to

the router convergence duration of R1. The reason for this is that both the first

and the last update in this convergence event are generated by R1.

Busy vs. Idle Durations: During a given i-BGP convergence, one or more

external update messages may arrive at the receiving AS at different times, be-

cause external update messages are likely to traverse different physical path from

the routing event origin to the receiving AS. When an external update message

arrives, the received routing information will be distributed inside the AS in the

form of i-BGP update messages, creating an i-BGP update burst (i.e., update

churn). For a given i-BGP convergence, many external update messages may

be received, and therefore, the convergence process can be considered as a series

of i-BGP update bursts that happen upon each arrival of external updates. If

the inter-arrival times of the external updates is longer than the duration of the

update churn, there will be times in which the routers are idle in terms of the
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number of updates for the given convergence. To examine the extent of this idle-

ness during a convergence event, we divide the event duration into two types: (1)

busy duration: the routers are busy creating the churn and settling down there-

fore have at least one update within a second, and (2) idle duration: the routers

have already settled down and have no update within a second. Figure 4.2(b)

shows an example of busy and idle durations.

4.3.2.2 Number of Best Path Changes

The number of best path changes of a given router is one of the dominant contrib-

utors on its processing load, and we use it as one of our metrics to characterize

i-BGP convergence. In [WZP02], Wang et al. shows that an excessive amount of

router load can lead to session resets, routing loops, and packet losses.

In the case that i-BGP update messages is collected using i-BGP server-client

sessions, we can simply count the number of generated update messages to com-

pute the number of best path changes made by a given router. However, if i-BGP

update messages are collected by a collector which is a member of the i-BGP full-

mesh, not all best path changes are visible from the collector’s view, and has to

be inferred. Later in Section 4.4.5, we describe a technique to infer the number

of best path changes using i-BGP data collected over peering sessions. Note that

the number of routers in the two studied ISPs differ and for comparison purposes,

we compute the average number of best path changes per a router instead of the

aggregated number in this chapter.

4.3.2.3 Number of Explored Internal and External Path

Every BGP update message contains reachability information, along with the

path information on how to reach the destination. In e-BGP, the path typically
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refers to the external path information recorded in NEXT HOP and AS PATH

attributes, where NEXT HOP is the next-hop router and AS PATH is the AS-

level path to reach the destination. i-BGP introduces internal (RR or Sub-AS)

paths as briefly described in Section 4.2. To avoid ambiguity, we define external

path as the external path information recorded in NEXT HOP and AS PATH

attributes, and internal path as the internal (RR) path information recorded in

CLUSTER LIST (or AS CONFED SEQ) attribute. Note that throughout the

chapter, when we say path without further specification, we mean the overall

path (internal path + external path).

For a given i-BGP convergence, one may observe different number of internal

and external paths explored. The number of external paths represents the num-

ber of external path learned by the AS to reach the destination from the egress

point of the AS. On the other hand, the number of observed internal paths for a

given external path represents the number of internal paths which an update mes-

sage with the external path information traversed to reach the receiving router

from the border router which initially injected the external update into the AS.

Therefore, the number of internal paths for a given external path is the amount

of i-BGP path explorations, happened for the given external update message, as

it is injected and propagated to the routers inside the AS. It is worth mentioning

that a more scalable i-BGP architecture, such as route reflection or AS confeder-

ations create a larger number of internal paths between i-BGP routers, and can

potentially generate relatively more i-BGP updates compared to a full-mesh for a

given external path. This potential update inflation caused by internal path ex-

ploration has been a concern of large ISPs which adopted a more scalable i-BGP

architecture.
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Figure 4.3: High level data processing

4.4 Measuring I-BGP Convergence

We used i-BGP data collected from two large ISPs, ISPRR and ISPFM , named

after their i-BGP architecture in their backbone routing infrastructure. In this

section, we describe the high level network topology of the two ISPs, and how we

identify and classify routing events using the collected i-BGP data. Figure 4.3

depicts the high level view of our data collection and processing, which we explain

in detail in this section.

Our methodology may be considered as a pastiche of previous approaches

in that we fully utilize, whenever appropriate, the existing techniques, such as

timer-based update clustering and inferring path preference based on path-usage

time, proposed and validated in the previous works on e-BGP dynamics [RWX02,

CGH03,FMM04,OZP06,WMR05] to avoid reinventing the wheel. At the end of

this section, however, we describe a novel technique to infer the best path changes

for a given router connected using i-BGP peering session, which may be helpful

in the future research.
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Figure 4.4: Simplified i-BGP topology of two ISPs

4.4.1 High Level Description of the two ISPs

4.4.1.1 ISPRR

ISPRR is a large ISP with several hundreds of i-BGP routers distributed across

22 countries in 2 different continents, and built a hierarchical route reflection
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architecture by recursively applying route reflection as also described in the pre-

vious chapter. To minimize the routing information propagation delay within

the network, ISPRR does not use MRAI timer internally. Figure 4.4(a) depicts

a simplified hierarchical route reflection system built by ISPRR. The diamond-

shape RRs at the top level represent continent level RRs; the square-shape RRs

are at the 2nd level of the hierarchy, each represents a regional RR, and the 3rd

level circle-shape RRs represent Points of Presence (POPs).

ISPRR uses the top two levels of route reflectors for the sole purpose of dis-

tributing routing information to the rest of the network. We refer to this route

reflector infrastructure in the upper two (1st and 2nd) levels of their route reflec-

tion hierarchy as backbone routers in ISPRR. The collector connects to all 2nd

level route reflectors to passively collect i-BGP updates. Note that ISPRR uses

server–client sessions when collecting i-BGP updates. In such configuration, the

route reflectors send updates whenever their best paths change to the collector.

4.4.1.2 ISPFM

ISPFM is another large ISP with several hundreds of i-BGP routers distributed

across 14 countries in 3 different continents, and uses AS confederations [TMS07]

to scale with its network size as described in the previous chapter. As in the case

of ISPRR, ISPFM does not use MRAI timer inside its network. Figure 4.4(b)

shows a simplified topology of ISPFM at a high level, where backbone sub-AS

represents the backbone network of this ISP, consisting of more than one hun-

dred i-BGP routers connected in a full-mesh (hence referred to as ISPFM). In

contrast to ISPRR, ISPFM configured the collector as a member of the full-mesh

in its backbone routing infrastructure to passively collect i-BGP updates. In such

configuration, the collector does not know all best path changes of the peers and
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has to be inferred. Later in this chapter we explain in more detail why the best

path changes are not visible from the collector and how we infer the best path

changes in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.2 Data Collection and Preprocessing

In most of BGP data collection projects including Oregon RouteViews [Uni]

and RIPE RIS [NCC], a collector (an i-BGP router) is used to set up BGP

sessions with target routers (which we call monitors throughout the chapter) and

to passively record BGP data sent from the monitors in MRT [mrt10] format.

Similarly, we used a collector configured in both ISPRR and ISPFM to maintain

i-BGP sessions with all monitors in the backbone routing infrastructure as shown

in Figure 4.4.

In ISPRR, a collector is configured to maintain i-BGP server-client sessions

to 18 route reflectors in the 2nd level and to passively record all i-BGP updates

received during one year from May 2009 to April 2010. In ISPFM , a collector

is configured as one of the i-BGP peers in backbone sub-AS, maintaining i-BGP

peering sessions with 133 monitors in backbone sub-AS to passively record all

i-BGP updates observed. Because of the peering session type of which a path

learned from other i-BGP peering sessions is not forwarded, the collector has a

limited view of best path changes in other peering monitors. Both ISPRR and

ISPFM deployed more monitors in larger POPs. To avoid a potential bias towards

large POPs with relative more monitors deployed, we select just one monitor for

a given POP. The total number of selected monitors are 17 and 28 from ISPRR

and ISPFM respectively.

BGP routers start their sessions by initially exchanging the whole routing

table. To avoid identifying such table transfers as routing events, we identify the
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table transfers based on the BGP session state messages recorded together with

the update messages by the collector and remove them out from our data. Addi-

tionally, we remove pure duplicate BGP update messages and update messages

on internal prefixes and potential bogon prefixes that have prefix length smaller

than 8 or greater than 24. The number of such prefixes is less than 5% of all

prefixes.

4.4.3 Event Identification

A number of previous BGP data analytic studies [RWX02, CGH03, FMM04,

OZP06, WMR05] developed timer-based approaches to cluster routing updates

into events. The intuition behind these approaches is that BGP updates often

arrive in bursts. The two consecutive updates for a given prefix are assumed to be

generated by the same routing event if they fall within a time interval threshold.

Oliveira et al. [OZP06] calculate the inter-arrival times of updates generated

by BGP beacon prefixes [MBG03], announced from different topological locations

in the Internet, and empirically determine the time threshold T. Because the

root cause of each beacon event is known and the updates do not contain noise

after preprocessing, we also use this approach to determine the time threshold.

However, we make one slight modification: we cluster updates in the aggregated

view of all monitors, as opposed to the view of a single monitor. Thus in our

work, we modify the approach used in [OZP06] such that the inter-arrival times

are calculated between two updates generated by all monitors inside the given

AS.

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of update inter-arrival times of the 10 bea-

con prefixes as observed from the 17 and 28 monitors inside ISPRRand ISPFM

respectively. All the curves become flat before or at around 60 seconds (the
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Figure 4.5: Inter-arrival Times of 10 Beacon Prefix Updates Observed Inside the

two ISPs

vertical line on the figure). Based on this observation, we use T = 60 seconds

as the inter-arrival time threshold when grouping updates into different events.

Because the beacon prefixes are announced and withdrawn at a fixed interval of

7200 seconds, the tail drop of all the curves is at 7200 seconds as expected.

4.4.4 Event Classification

After we identify an event by clustering the update messages based on a time

threshold, we classify each identified event by a different scale and type, based on

the fraction of affected monitors inside the network and how the path changed

after the event.
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Event classification: adding type information

32
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ISPFM 8.9%         3.0%           3.1%        35.8%        40.1%           0.3%          8.8%
ISPRR 15.7%         4.9%           4.6%        29.7%        31.9%             0%           13.2%Figure 4.6: Event classification

4.4.4.1 Event Scale

After identifying an event, we determine the scale of the given event based on

the fraction of monitors that are affected by this event. We define the scale Se of

a given event e as

Se =
mone

monn

(4.1)

where mone is the number of monitors affected (i.e., with at least one best path

change) by the event e and monn is the total number of monitors. We define

two special cases of event scale, namely local and AS-wide. In the case when

mone = 1, we classify the event as a local event. In contrast, if Se = 1, we

classify the event as a AS-wide event.
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Type Descrption

Iup A previously unreachable destination becomes reachable by the end of the event

Idown A previously reachable destination becomes unreachable by the end of the event

Ishort The best path changes to a more preferred path by the end of the event (recovery)

Ilong The best path changes to a less preferred path by the end of the event (failover)

Ispath One or more updates are generated and in all updates, the path does not change. These updates

typically differ only in MED and COMMUNITY attributes,indicating that the internal BGP

dynamics inside the monitors AS.

Ipdist One or more updates are generated and in at least one update, the path is different. Ipdist

events are likely to be resulted from multiple root causes, e.g., a transient failure which is

followed quickly by a recovery, hence the name of the event type.

Iequal The best path changes to anther path with equal preference

Table 4.1: Event types

4.4.4.2 Event Type

A number of previous works [OZP06, LAW01] define different event types for

a given routing event. To avoid confusion, we use the consistent definitions of

event types. Figure ?? shows different events types based on the paths changes

before and after a given event. An event is divided into 3 different types at the

highest level based on how the paths changed during the event. Table 4.1 lists

the different event types along with a brief description.

Iup and Idown events are relatively easier to classify since one can identify

them by looking at whether the prefix was reachable or not reachable in both the

previous and current event. For events that involve path changes, it is necessary

to compute and compare the preference of the path used before and after the

event when classifying the event into one of Ilong, Ishort, and Iequal. This task

can be challenging since many factors that determine the preference of a path,

such as policy, is not visible from the observing monitor. In this work, we use

usage-based path preference heuristic proposed in [OZP06] to infer the preference

of a path. The basic intuition of the heuristic is that if a path is preferred over
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another path for any reason, the observed usage time of the more preferred path

will be greater than that of the less preferred one. The underlying assumptions

are (1) both paths are available most of the time, and (2) the preference of

the paths does not change during the measurement period. Note that, often,

Ispath and Ipdist contain updates generated from more than one event (e.g., an

active prefix with its reachability information changing very frequently), and the

quantification results for the two events may not be very meaningful. Thus, we

omit them from further analysis when we present our results.

Event Type Consistency: Given there are multiple monitors inside each

ISPRR and ISPFM , it is possible that the event type identified by different mon-

itors for a given routing event do not agree. For example in an event observed

by two monitors, one monitor can identify the event type as Ispath, whereas the

other monitor identifies the same event as Ipdist. In the case that the events types

do not agree, we classify the event as inconsistent event. The inconsistent events

are mainly caused by the limitation of timer-based update clustering approach,

which cannot always cluster updates into events accurately. We observe that the

overall fraction of inconsistent events ranges widely from as little as 2% up to as

large as 10% of all events identified across different months. Our further investi-

gation reveals that the inconsistencies caused by two factors: (1) the inaccuracy

of the timer-based update clustering when two or more events are mistakenly

clustered as one event and (2) by the inaccuracy of inferring the path preference

purely based on the path usage-time without considering the path availability.

In this chapter, we simply do not consider these inconsistent events and remove

them from our further analysis for clarity. However, we believe that being able

to accurately identify events and their types is important and leave this part as

one of the future research directions.
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4.4.5 Geo-based Best Path Selection Inference

4.4.5.1 Motivation

For the purpose of monitoring and diagnosis, ISPs often set up a collector to

maintain i-BGP sessions with a set of monitors and passively collect i-BGP data.

There are mainly two types of i-BGP sessions used: server-client and peering

sessions.

A collector can be configured as a client of a route reflector and receive all

best path changes of the route reflector (as in the case of ISPRR). In this case,

the amount of i-BGP data to be stored can be large. The other option is to

deploy a collector as a member of i-BGP full-mesh (as in the case of ISPFM). In

the latter case, due to the i-BGP full-mesh update forwarding rule that prevents

an i-BGP router from sending reachability information learned from other i-BGP

routers to any other i-BGP routers in the full-mesh, the peering router does not

send its best path changes if the path is learned from other i-BGP routers in the

same full-mesh.

For example in Figure 4.1(a), assume that R3 is the collector that maintains

peering sessions with all other monitors in the full-mesh. Also assume that a

prefix is initially reachable via two monitors, R1 and R2, and R4 is using the

path learned from R2. However, when the path via R2 fails, R4 fails-over to the

path learned from R1. In this example, the best path changes to reach this prefix

in R4 is not visible by R3 as in the original full-mesh i-BGP, because the paths

learned by other i-BGP monitors are not forwarded and therefore not visible

in the collected i-BGP data. Given only these partial information received by

the collector, it can be challenging to understand the complete picture of each

individual peer’s routing behavior, including the best path changes made by the
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Inferring best path selection for peers in i-BGP full-mesh

• Q: Best path used by RTR3 to reach prefix p?
• A: Use geographical information of the routers to approximate IGP cost 
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Figure 4.7: Geo-based best path selection inference

router.

4.4.5.2 Inferring the Best Path Selection in Peering Routers

The basic intuition behind the inference is that a monitor prefers the closest path

in terms of IGP distance, when there are multiple equally preferred paths at the

BGP level, as specified by the BGP best path selection algorithm. For every

event, we store the following two pieces of information: (1) the list of announced

(thus, equally preferred) paths before and after the event and (2) geographical

locations of the monitors that announced each path in (1). If the nearest path for

a given monitor r does not change after the event, then r is simply not affected

by this event. On the other hand, if the nearest path changes after the event,

then we assign r’s new best path to one of the available nearest path.

Ideally, inferring the closest path using the actual IGP distance would yield

the most accurate inference results. However, such IGP distance reveals a de-

tailed data about the internal physical network topology of the ISP and was not

available at the time of our measurements. Therefore in this work, we use geo-
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graphical location of monitors instead, to approximate the IGP distance values.

For example in case of i-BGP full-mesh as shown in Figure 4.7, assume that there

are two paths to reach prefix p, announced by RTR1 and RTR3 respectively. The

collector knows that there are two paths to reach prefix p but cannot find out,

just by looking at the announcements, which path RTR2 will use as its best

path because given the equally preferred paths, RTR2 will start considering the

topology-dependent attributes which are only known to RTR2 and not available

to the collector. So in our work in the case of ISPFM , we infer the best path

selection for each of the routers in the full-mesh based on geographical location

of the router, since the topology dependent attribute tends to agree with the ge-

ographical distance. We confirmed with the operators in ISPFM that in general

the IGP distance cost matches with the physical distance between the monitors.

4.5 Quantification and Analysis Results

In this section, we present our quantification results on the i-BGP convergence

as defined in Section 4.3. We first show the total number of identified events

over 14-month period from May 2009 to June 2010. Then, we pick the most

recent month (June 2010) to understand the convergence in more detail. Finally

through several case studies, we study a number of additional convergence delays

caused by more scalable i-BGP architectures such as hierarchical route reflection.

4.5.1 Number of Identified Events in Time

Figure 4.8 shows the number of identified events2 from both ISPRR and ISPFM

during the whole studied period. We make a number of interesting observations.

2The total number of events in ISPFM during one month of September 2009 is omitted
because the i-BGP data were not available during the month.
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Figure 4.8: Number of identified events from May 2009 to June 2010

First, although the two ISPs have a very different i-BGP architectures, the num-

ber of overall events is comparable. Second, the number of events fluctuates in

time inside both ISPs, and the fluctuation shows a similar pattern with the lowest

number of events during the summer (July or August) and the winter (Decem-

ber). We further investigate what causes the total number of events to fluctuate

widely in time and find that the number of events that affect the whole AS (i.e.,

AS-wide events) stays more or less the same throughout the 14-month measure-

ment time period. However, the number of local routing events varies widely in

time and is identified as the main cause behind the fluctuation observed. Lastly,

although examining a longer period of time would be necessary to make a general

statement about the trend, the number of overall events seems to be gradually

increasing in time. The increasing number of overall events may be due to the

fact that we define an event per prefix and that the number of prefixes in the

global routing table increases in time [Hou]. From both ISPs, we observe about

12% and 10% increase in the total number of prefixes during the 14 months.
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4.5.2 Characterizing i-BGP Convergence

To understand the characteristics of i-BGP dynamics and convergence in more

detail, we choose the last month available from our dataset (June 2010) and

present our results in terms of the metrics we introduced in Section 4.4.

4.5.2.1 Event Scale

Figure 4.9 shows the distributions of event scale (Se) of all identified events

from both ISPRR and ISPFM . We commonly observe from both ISPs that the

majority of events are either local (i.e., involving only one monitor) or AS-wide

(i.e., involving all monitors) and that the number of local events are a few times

greater than the number of AS-wide events. This observation that i-BGP routing

events have a small scale in most cases is consistent with e-BGP property that

most e-BGP routing events are confined to a small scale [LPR08].

Given the majority of events are local in their scale, we further investigate

the local events based on the monitor, which observes a given event to examine

how the overall number of local events are contributed by different monitors.

Figure 4.10 summarizes our results. A common observation across the two ISPs

is that almost all monitors observe local events, contributing to the overall number

of local events. However, some monitors observe more local events than others,

and the contributing amount can be quite different amongst monitors. Although

the two ISPs show a similar distribution, the geographical locations of the top

5 busiest routers with the most number of events do not overlap across the two

ISPs and seem to be independent with each other. We observe that the high

number of local route changes happens due to a set of local link failures and

recoveries to another large neighboring AS. This confirms that the speculation

made in [EKD10] that the BGP update churn observed from outside a large ISP
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Figure 4.9: Event scale during June 2010
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Figure 4.10: Number of local events per router

can be due to uncorrelated and distributed local routing events across different

locations.
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4.5.2.2 Local Events
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Figure 4.11: Local events convergence in ISPRR during June 2010

Table 4.2 shows the total number of local events identified from ISPRR and

ISPFM during the month of June 2010. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 summarize

the characteristics of the local events inside ISPRR and ISPFM respectively, using

the three metrics we introduced earlier in Section 4.3. Ideally, Iup or Idown events

should have AS-wide scale and should not be observed, as in the case in ISPFM .

In the case of ISPRR, we checked that the identified local Iup and Idown are in fact

AS-wide Iup or Idown events, but incorrectly broken into two separate events by

the timer-based update clustering technique. Because the fraction of such false
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Figure 4.12: Local events convergence in ISPFM during June 2010

Types ISPRR ISPFM

Iup 23,627 (0.26%) 0 (0%)

Idown 23,732 (0.27%) 0 (0%)

Ishort 1,265,395 (14.33%) 959,599 (7.51%)

Ilong 1,199,760 (13.58%) 920,143 (7.20%)

Ipdist 126,268 (1.43%) 461,513 (3.61%)

Ispath 1,777,465 (20.12%) 1,148,943 (8.99%)

Table 4.2: Number of local events in ISPRR and ISPFM during June 2010
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positive local events is small enough (0.27% of overall events), we believe that

the generality of our results is not be affected. In this section, we simply do not

consider these local Iup and Idown events in our analysis.

From Table 4.2 and Figure 4.11 and 4.12, we make a number of common

observations on local Ishort and Ilong events from both ISPs.

First, the number of Ishort events roughly matches with the number of Ilong

events, indicating that a failed link is eventually recovered within the one month

time period. The overall convergence process of these two local events is quite

simple; the majority of Ishort and Ilong events (more than 97% and 72% in ISPRR

and ISPFM respectively) have convergence duration of less than one second and

generate only one update message.

Second, when the local events have the duration with more than one second,

the duration time is mostly determined by the idle time gaps between the update

messages, and the duration can be large when the two (or more) update messages

are separated with one or more large time gaps. In Figure 4.11(c) and 4.12(c),

we observe that the number of update messages is less than 3 in almost all the

cases, indicating that these relatively large durations are indeed caused by the

large idle time gaps.

Third, we observe that a small fraction of local events have their convergence

duration greater than a few seconds. These long durations (e.g., the top 2.4% of

Ishort events in ISPRR) with can mostly be explained either by the inaccuracy

of the timer-based event clustering technique which grouped updates generated

by two or more independent events into one event, or can be attributed to the

router processing delay as described in [FKM04].

One major difference between the two ISPs is that in ISPFM there are rela-

tively more events (about 25% of overall Ishort and Ilong events) with their dura-
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tion spread out from 1 to 30 seconds. We find that this is mostly due to a failure

and recovery of a link between ISPFM and a neighbor AS at a particular POP

during this specific month. Because ISPFM does not use MRAI timer within its

network, we suspect that the delay is due to the MRAI timer used in the routers

between ISPFM and the neighbor AS in their e-BGP session.

4.5.2.3 AS-wide Events
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Figure 4.13: AS-wide events convergence in ISPRR during June 2010

Table 4.3 shows the total number of identified AS-wide events from ISPRR

and ISPFM during the same one month of June 2010. Figure 4.13 and Fig-
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Figure 4.14: AS-wide events convergence in ISPFM during June 2010

Types ISPRR ISPFM

Iup 222,501 (2.52%) 206,819 (1.62%)

Idown 220,105 (2.49%) 187,293 (1.47%)

Ishort 367,172 (4.16%) 154,442 (1.21%)

Ilong 375,808 (4.25%) 154,260 (1.21%)

Ipdist 1,174,469 (13.30%) 292,567 (2.29%)

Ispath 33,231 (0.37%) 257,563 (2.02%)

Table 4.3: Number of AS-wide events in ISPRR and ISPFM curing June 2010
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ure 4.14 summarize the characteristics of AS-wide i-BGP convergence using the

three metrics we defined. As in the case of local events, we observe that the

number of Iup events roughly matches with the number of Idown events. Also, the

number of Ishort events matches with Ilong events. We further make a number of

common observations from both ISPs. First, there is a group of events with their

duration less than 1 second. Our further investigation reveals that the conver-

gence duration is closely related with the number of paths from the measurement

ISP to reach a given prefix. If the number of paths to reach a given prefix is low

(e.g., one path), the convergence duration is less than or near 1 second. Second,

we observe in Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.14(a) that a large number of events

have their convergence durations near the default e-BGP MRAI timer value (i.e.,

30 seconds). Also, the busy durations shown in Figure 4.13(b) and Figure 4.14(b)

are relatively lower in general compared to the overall durations shown in Fig-

ure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.14(a). These two observations indicate that AS-wide

i-BGP convergence duration is affected heavily by the external update propaga-

tion delay due to the prevalent usage of MRAI timer outside the ISPs and that

the routers are mostly idle during a given event.

There is one major difference between the two ISPs. In ISPRR, Ishort and Ilong

events have the shortest convergence duration, followed by Iup, and Idown. On

the other hand in ISPFM , Iup has the shortest convergence duration in general,

followed by Ishort, Ilong, and Idown. This difference in the order of overall AS-wide

convergence durations between different events, however, can be explained by the

different connectivity to reach a particular destination, as briefly explained above.

For example, assume ISP1 has 1 best path (e.g., a large customer AS) to reach

a set of prefixes. If this path becomes unstable and has many Ilong and Ishort

events that affects the whole AS, the overall AS-wide convergence duration for

Ishort and Ilong events can be biased towards having an overall short convergence
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Figure 4.15: Convergence Duration of Beacon Prefixes During June 2010

duration in both Ishort and Ilong. We verified that this indeed is the main cause

for the observed shorter duration of ISPRR.

4.5.3 i-BGP Convergence of Beacon Prefixes in ISPFM and ISPRR

In this section, we perform case studies on i-BGP convergence duration using

beacon prefix events as observed inside the two ISPs. The goal of the case studies

is two-fold. First, we seek to have a concrete picture of the convergence inside

the two ISPs and understand it in more detail by taking a close-up view. Second,

by comparing the overall convergence durations of the beacon prefixes inside the

two ISPs, we examine if there is any notable difference in the overall convergence

delays, which can potentially be due to the hierarchical route reflection inside

ISPRR compared to ISPFM .

Figure 4.15 shows the median convergence duration for Iup and Idown events

during one month of June 2010 of a given beacon prefix from RIPE RIS along

with 95% confidence intervals. We make the following two common observations

across the two ISPs. First, the convergence duration of Iup events for a given

beacon prefix ranges from 0 to 30 seconds in general and is always less than the

convergence duration of Idown events for the same beacon prefix. Second, the
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Figure 4.16: Updates observed during Iup and Idown events of RRC00 beacon

prefix inside ISPFM

convergence duration of Idown events for a given beacon prefix is always greater

than 60 seconds, mostly ranging from 60 to 90 seconds.

We use Figure 4.16 showing all i-BGP updates observed inside ISPFM caused

by the Iup and Idown events of RRC00 beacon prefix to explain (1) why the

convergence duration for Iup events are shorter than that of Idown events and (2)

the main impacting factors of convergence delays for the Iup and Idown events

in this particular case of RRC00 beacon prefix. In case of Iup events, the most

preferred paths arrive first at ISPFM before other less preferred paths arrive

(mostly due to the shorter physical and topological distance), and once after

learning these most preferred paths, the routers in ISPFM no longer make path

changes. As a result, the convergence duration is short. The updates carrying

the best paths, however, arrive at ISPFM with different delays associated with

different paths that the updates travel from the origin of the event to ISPFM .

For example, all updates within the first 2 seconds of the convergence are received

from AS3257, and all the subsequent updates are received from another neighbor

AS, AS6453.
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On the other hand in case of Idown event, the routers explore paths in the

descending order of the path preference as all available paths become withdrawn.

Because the update propagation and path exploration within ISPFM is quite

fast and mostly under 1 second, we observe from Figure 4.16(b) that there are

a few rounds of micro-convergence inside ISPFM . That is, after the best path

is withdrawn, routers momentarily settle down to the next best paths that are

not yet withdrawn due to the external delays of the updates traveling from the

origin of the events to ISPFM . This process of micro-convergence repeats at the

interval of 30 seconds (which is the default e-BGP MRAI timer value) until all

paths to reach the destination are withdrawn.

Lastly, we make an interesting observation that the durations for Iup and

Idown events are similar for a given beacon prefix across the two ISPs although

their external connectivity to reach the beacon prefixes is different. We find that

in some cases this is the result of having similar AS-level connectivity to the

beacon prefixes from the two ISPs. For example, the beacon prefix from RRC00

(84.205.64.0/24) is reached from both ISPs through AS3257 and AS6453.

Besides the common observations mentioned above, we observe that the over-

all duration of both Iup and Idown events are slightly higher in ISPRR for most

beacon prefixes. There could be many reasons for this observed difference, and in

the next section, we attempt to explain the differences by investigating whether

the specifics of hierarchical route reflection deployment inside ISPRR had any

impact on this slightly higher convergence delay.

4.5.4 Impact of i-BGP Hierarchical Route Reflection on Convergence

The i-BGP topologies inside large ISPs have evolved over time by creating hi-

erarchies and redundancies, with one question yet to be answered: what is the
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Superfluous update example

38

ISPRR

BR1
BR2

1. How many superfluous updates?
2. What is the additional delay caused by these updates?

Update

Figure 4.17: An example of superfluous updates in route reflection

impact of the various topologies on BGP convergence inside the network? As a

first step to answer this question, we start by comparing the convergence time

of the beacon prefixes in the two ISPs to examine if there is a noticeable dif-

ference in the overall convergence durations of the beacon prefix events. Then,

we identify and study three most intuitive impacting factors that may cause an

additional delay in i-BGP convergence, namely (1) superfluous i-BGP updates,

(2) physical path stretch, and (3) BGP processing delay, to understand their im-

pact on i-BGP convergence using i-BGP data collected from ISPRR, which uses

hierarchical route reflection architecture. Note that BGP processing delay has

been studied in the past by Feldmann et al. [FKM04], and therefore in this work,

we focus mostly on the first two factors.
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4.5.4.1 Superfluous i-BGP Updates Generated by

Internal Path Exploration

Route reflectors are typically deployed in pairs to avoid single point of failure in

route reflection.3 As a result, a client typically connects to two or more redundant

route reflectors and receive redundant routing information for any given event.

For example in Figure 4.17 when one external update, which will change the best

path to reach a given destination is received by the border router and the route

reflectors in turn, the same reachability information will be duplicated through

different route reflector paths within the route reflection topology. As a result,

other border routers can receive multiple superfluous updates carrying the same

reachability information. In the case of Idown events, until all superfluous update

messages are received, other border routers would mistakenly believe that the

prefix is still reachable.

To quantify the extent of this additional delay due to creating redundant

control paths, we first identify the update messages that are generated purely due

to redundant control path by looking at the two additional BGP attributes that

record the originator of the update and the control path used to forward the given

update message from the originator to the receiving monitor (ORIGINATOR ID

and CLUSTER LIST respectively). After identifying such superfluous updates

which carry the same reachability information, we filter them out and re-apply

our metrics (duration and number of best path changes) to check if there is

a noticeable difference, compared to the results we have with the superfluous

updates.

Table 4.4 summarizes our results using i-BGP updates collected from ISPRR

3Similarly, sub-ASes in AS confederations maintain more than one connection between each
other for the same purpose.
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Figure 4.18: AS-wide Idown convergence with and without superfluous updates

during June 2010

during one month of June 2010. Across different types of AS-wide events, we

observe that there is an increase, but the amount is not significant. Figure 4.18

shows the overall duration, busy duration, and the number of best path changes
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before and after removing the superfluous updates of Idown events (the worst

case) in more detail. First, we observe that there is a slight difference on the

overall duration and busy duration. The superfluous updates increased the overall

duration and busy duration of Idown events by about 5% and 7% on average

respectively. Additionally, we observe that there is a considerable increase in the

number of best path changes made. Overall, we observe more than 38% increase

in the number of best path changes on average due to the superfluous updates.

Event Types Duration (Busy) Updates

Iup 0.29% (0.97%) 2.72%

Ishort 0.18% (0.65%) 3.41%

Ilong 0.34% (1.10%) 12.79%

Idown 5.26% (7.21%) 38.55%

Table 4.4: Summary of average % increase caused by superfluous updates during

June 2010

4.5.4.2 Physical Path Stretch and Latency

The alternative i-BGP architectures such as route reflection or AS confedera-

tions create a more scalable topology by essentially forming a hierarchical over-

lay topology on top of the existing full-mesh i-BGP topology. In these overlay

i-BGP topologies, the update messages may travel only using the control paths

that exist in the created overlay topology. As a result, an update message can

often travel over a longer path, although there exists a shorter path. This can

potentially delay the overall update propagation time. To measure the extent

of this delay, we measure and compare the shortest physical path with the path

in the route reflection topology by performing a traceroute and ping from each
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Is there routing plane path stretch in the 
top 2-levels of route reflection inside ISPRR?

• Measure the physical path length and latency for RR paths using traceroute and ping 
• Repeat the measurement for direct paths and compare with RR paths

40

DistanceDirect(AA,BB) =A B

AA BB

where ri is a router in the order detected by traceroute

DistanceRR(AA,BB)  =

DistanceDirect(AA,B) + DistanceDirect(B,BB) 

(a) Example of direct path vs. RR path
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Figure 4.19: Full-mesh vs. route reflection path length and latency during June

2010

of the 17 route reflectors in the backbone (i.e., the route reflectors in the top 2

levels) inside ISPRR. There are 17x16 = 272 unidirectional paths in total. To cal-

culate the physical distance from the obtained traceroute data, we first mapped
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the router-level traceroute path to a POP-level path by examining the names of

the routers, and finally calculated the distance by adding the POP-level distance

from the source POP to the destination POP. We perform traceroute and ping

at the same time, and across different times. In this chapter, we only present the

representative result performed on April 26th, 2011 for clarity.

Figure 4.19 shows the distribution of physical path lengths in kilometers for

the 272 paths, which would have been used in full-mesh i-BGP, compared with

the route reflection paths as currently used by the route reflectors in the top 2

levels inside ISPRR. Surprisingly, using the route reflection paths have slightly

lower path length and latency in general in the case of ISPRR. This indicates

that (1) ISPRR’s IGP metric is slightly different than the actual physical distance

of the paths, and (2) by carefully designing the route reflection topology to align

with the actual distance of the paths, one may avoid or even lower the overall

latency.

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 The Impact of MRAI Timer on i-BGP Convergence

MRAI timer is used in both i-BGP and e-BGP sessions to avoid overwhelming

the neighboring router by limiting the number of updates during a given time

interval. The default timer values are 5 seconds and 30 seconds for i-BGP and

e-BGP sessions respectively. However for i-BGP sessions, a common practice is

not to use MRAI timer in i-BGP sessions to expedite the convergence process,

which is also the case in both ISPFM and ISPRR. As a result, we observed that

the convergence duration is very short (mostly under 1 second) for majority of

local events. Despite the observation that the convergence time observed for local
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Update reduction in full‐mesh i‐BGP

8

• Setting
– Data: NTT i‐BGP data from 20100601
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the reduction for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– Higher MRAI timer leads to update reduction, and the update reduction is not significant

Figure 4.20: I-BGP MRAI timer values vs. update reduction in ISPFM

events is quite fast, it is unclear how much impact the absence of MRAI timer

had on reducing the overall convergence time (gain) or increasing the overall

i-BGP update churn (loss) within the ISPs. As a first step to understand the

tradeoffs of (not) using the MRAI timer in i-BGP sessions, we perform a set of

simulations on beacon prefixes using the monitor-collector sessions in ISPFM and

ISPRR. In practice, MRAI timer is implemented on per-peer basis. However in

our simulations, we assume that the MRAI timer is applied on (peer,prefix) tuple

and no WRATE for simplicity. In each simulation, we counted the total number

of updates and measured convergence time for beacon prefix events as we vary

the i-BGP MRAI timer values to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 seconds. We repeated our

simulations on different dates during June 2011. However for clarity, we present

the results during one day of June 3rd 2010 for clarity.

Figure 4.20 and 4.21 summarizes our simulation results for ISPFM . We ob-

serve that the use of MRAI timer in ISPFM does reduce the total number of

updates and increase the convergence time in general. However, the reduction in

the total number of updates and the the increase in the convergence time duration

are not significant. We find that this is due to the i-BGP full-mesh design that
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Increased convergence time in full‐mesh i‐BGP

• Setting
– Data: NTT i‐BGP data from 20100601
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the convergence duration for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– The increased convergence time is proportional to the MRAI timer used

9

(a) Iup eventsIncreased convergence time in full‐mesh i‐BGP

• Setting
– Data: NTT i‐BGP data from 20100601
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the convergence duration for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– The increased convergence time is proportional to the MRAI timer used

9

(b) Idown events

Figure 4.21: I-BGP MRAI timer values vs. convergence time increase in ISPFM

the routers do not forward reachability information. In i-BGP full-mesh peering

sessions, an i-BGP router does not send an update after receiving an update from

another i-BGP router by design. Therefore for an i-BGP router to send an update
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Update reduction in i‐BGP HRR

• Setting
– Data: Level3 i‐BGP data from 20100603
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the reduction for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– Reduction MRAI timer with 1 second effective enough; the update propagation and the internal path exploration for a given 

external path is mostly under 1 second within the ISP 16

Figure 4.22: I-BGP MRAI timer values vs. update reduction in ISPRR

to its neighbors, it must be the case that the router received an update message

from an e-BGP neighbor. Because the arrival of external updates for a given

router is often affected by the e-BGP MRAI timer of 30 seconds, i-BGP timer

with up to 10 seconds in the simulation (which is much less than 30 seconds) did

not have a major impact on neither the update reduction nor the convergence

time increases.

Figure 4.22 and 4.23 summarizes our simulation results for ISPRR. We ob-

serve that the use of MRAI timer in ISPRR also reduces the total number of

updates and increases the convergence time in general. However unlike the case

of ISPFM , both the reduction in the total number of updates and the increase in

the convergence time duration are significant; there is up to 50% reduction (e.g.,

RRC05 beacon with MRAI timer = 1) and 30% increase (e.g., RRC15 beacon

Iup event with MRAI timer = 10) in the total number of updates and conver-

gence time respectively. Unlike the previous i-BGP full-mesh peering sessions,

the time gab between the two consecutive updates from a given route reflector

to the collector depends on the inter-arrival times of external updates across all
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Increased convergence time in i‐BGP HRR

• Setting
– Data: Level3 i‐BGP data from 20100603
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the convergence duration for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– The increased convergence time is proportional to the MRAI timer used in Iup

17

(a) Iup eventsIncreased convergence time in i‐BGP HRR

• Setting
– Data: Level3 i‐BGP data from 20100603
– Apply different MRAI timers to the monitor‐collector session and calculate the convergence duration for beacon prefixes

• Observation
– The increased convergence time is proportional to the MRAI timer used in Iup

17

(b) Idown events

Figure 4.23: I-BGP MRAI timer values vs. convergence time increase in ISPRR

border routers in ISPRR, which can be much shorter than the inter-arrival times

of updates for a given router.

In e-BGP on the other hand, MRAI timer with the default value of 30 seconds
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is used between routers in different ASes and has been identified as one of the most

influential factors that leads to a slow BGP convergence in the Internet [OZP06].

We observed that the AS-wide events are mostly caused by routing changes that

happen outside the ISPs and that the update messages often arrive in bursts

with 30 seconds burst interval, mainly affected by the prevalent usage of e-BGP

MRAI timers in the path through which the update messages traverse to reach

the given ISP. Because BGP convergence inside an ISP is much faster than the

burst arrival rate (30 seconds), we observed that there is a large time gap between

making path changes during a given AS-wide event.

4.6.2 The Impact of HRR on i-BGP Convergence

As speculated, multi-level hierarchical route reflection incurs more overhead.

However, the overhead was noticeable in terms of the control plane load (i.e.,

number of updates), and in terms of convergence duration there was only a slight

increase. Interestingly in terms of physical path stretch, i-BGP overlay paths

in route reflection topology reduced the actual distance and latency. Therefore,

there was not an additional delay in the studied ISP. However, this example shows

that designing the topology carefully to follow the physical path is important in

mitigating the potential additional delays.

4.7 Related Works

BGP convergence is closely related to data plane performance [WMJ06, Zha04,

PWM03], and there have been extensive studies on BGP convergence and its

properties.

There were mainly three types of work that measure BGP convergence. The
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first type performed active measurements [LAA01,MBG03,LAW01] using a small

set of prefixes in controlled environments. After injecting controlled BGP an-

nouncements, they showed that BGP converges slowly in the order of minutes

and sometimes longer and further analyzed the root causes of the observed

slow convergence. The second type is passive measurement studies [RWX02,

WMR05, OZP06] using collected BGP data. Our work belongs to this type

since we use passively collected i-BGP data from the measurement ISP to quan-

tify and understand i-BGP convergence. These passive measurement studies

share many similarities with our work because the source data format is the

same. For example, we also use timer-based update clustering approach used

in [RWX02,CGH03,FMM04,OZP06]. Lastly, the third type uses simulations to

study BGP convergence and its properties [Gri01,NC02].

Most of the previous works, including the ones mentioned above, focus on

BGP dynamics at the AS level (e.g., e-BGP convergence). We step down a

level and take a detailed look inside a single node to shed lights on the BGP

convergence properties within a single ISP. As one of the most closely related

work, Pei et al. [PM06] collected i-BGP data for a set of small prefixes to study

the convergence behavior of virtual private networks (VPN) within a single ISP.

In this work, we study all prefixes in the global routing table as seen by the

measurement ISP to study the i-BGP dynamics as well as the impact of i-BGP

architecture on convergence delay.

4.8 Conclusions

Both inter-AS and intra-AS BGP measurement studies are required to achieve

a comprehensive and complete understanding of the end-to-end routing perfor-

mance. Unfortunately up to now most BGP measurement and analytical studies
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have been limited to the BGP behaviors at inter-AS level, with virtually no

measurement study on BGP dynamics within individual ASes. In this chapter,

we conducted the first systematic measurement study to define, quantify, and

analyze i-BGP convergence using i-BGP data collected from two large ISPs.

Our work provides a number of interesting characteristics of i-BGP conver-

gence and performance quantification results. We discover that most routing

events are either local or AS-wide in their scale. The local failures and recover-

ies involve different independent locations and routing convergence is quite fast;

the majority of local events converge within 1 second. The duration of AS-wide

events are mostly affected by the two factors: (1) the connectivity between the

measured ISP and the destination prefix being affected, and (2) the external

update propagation delays outside the measured ISP.

We take a step further to measure the overhead and performance differences

between the full-mesh i-BGP architecture and the hierarchical route reflections

(HRR). Our results show that, although HRR brings an increase in the routing

update counts, this additional overhead is not significant in most cases, and can

be mitigated through a carefully engineered i-BGP topology.
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